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This study records the experiences of people who have undergone the process of 

mediation h m  the inside. Four pticipants shared their stories. Although the sample size 

is s d l ,  this study is important because it is a first account of participant voices in 

mediation. By analyzhg the experiences of the participants, it is found that in these cases 

the improved communication was there only for the duration of the mediation. 

Communication after the mediation was not impmved. It was found that how people behave 

toward each other mis important to the parties. Fous major points emerged as central to the 

process of mediation. Anger is demibed by al1 participants, and is a major obstacle to 

people in resoiving theu conflicts. Mediafor Neuhality as determined by the participant as 

well as h W i g  a set of Rules in place are important to them, helped overcome their anger and 

enabled them to work toward resolving their dispute. This shows a relationship between 

anger, mediator neutrality and des .  Mediator skill is discussed as vital to the process. 

Another point the participants uacovered as important is Being Hemd. For some people this 

was the h t  time someone listened and heard whet they were saying. Gender c i i f f i e s  am 

observed and noted. Recommendatiom for pre-mediation sessions are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

There is no road to peace- peace is the roud 

- Gandhi 

The process of mediation, as an Altemetive Dispute Resolution (ADR) process, has 

becorne a rapidly growing field in our society. An abundance of ment iiterature is available 

on the subject of mediation. However, the presented research is fiom the tesearcher's 

perspective. 

Pastorino (1 997) noted, in literatun prior to 1990, an absence of the participant's 

experience of mediation in both research and theory building. 

Significantly omitted from these dialogues are the insights of those who 

actually experience processes that are resolving; namely, the disputan ts.... 

There had been neither systems designs nor phenomenological reductions, 

nor case studies conducted on participant experience. As such, there has been 

a failure to corne to understand the process from the experientiai perspective 

of those most affècted or inauenced by it (p. 252). 

He presented a mediation approach designed by adolescent disputants, thereby 

pmviding voice to those participants. No other studies, such as case d e s ,  had been 

conducteà to reflect the participants' perspectives. 



mrposc: 

The purpose of this shdy is to explore the participants' perspectives on mediation. 

Speciiically, 1 am interested to leam if participants' perspectives support research findings 

of impmved communication, between conflicting parties. The aim is to present participants' 

voices and to l e m  h m  the iasights of the people who have experienced the process of 

mediation as disputants. The participant's point of view is an hider's viewpoint of what 

it feels like to face one's adversary. What is it like to meet with one's adversary to settie a 

dispute? Many questions such as these may become of special importance when mediation 

becornes mandatory 

Mediation is reported to be empowering, but without the voice of participants this 

statement remains academic. Only the person who ha9 experienced the pmess of mediation 

as a disputant cm say what the experience was like for hirn or her. How the mediation 

process will be experienced will most likely be differeat for each person. By listening to the 

experiences of people who have been in a contlict and mediated their conflict, either 

success~y or not successfully, we can lem what it is really B e  to be there. Mediators cm 

leam h m  the stories of the participants if the process is working, or what part of the process 

is working or if there are parts that are not workiag. Do mediators need to be more flexible, 

or do they have to stay within the strict fnunework? What do participants regard as 

important in the mediation? How is the role of the mediator perceived by the participants? 

We may gain some insight h m  the answers to these and other questions. in so learning 

about m a o n ,  what works and what does not work, mediators can be of greater assistance 

to funne participants in the remlution of confîict situations. 



It is important to achowledge and validate that it requires a grwit deal of courage to 

face conflict. Not ali p p l e  are equally skilled in how to articulate theu feelings. People's 

response reactions to confiict situations are idhiencd by emotional and relational issues, 

where powerful feelings of disrespect, betrayal and abuse can play a d e .  If these feelings 

are not addressed, thea the underlying emotional conflict remwins and impairs fùnire 

reîationships (Umbreit, 1997). In mediation, past experiences may contribute to power 

imbaiances that may not be directly apparent. 

Participants' expiences in mediation cm also provide an insider's view that will be 

helpful in the future development toward the teaching of mediation skills. Deutsch (1993) 

emphasizes the need to pay attention to participants' skiiis in conflict resolution. It is 

important to l e m  the participants' perceptions to provide researchers and mediators with 

idormation that will help in fbrthering awareness and uuderstanding of how to provide more 

effective teachiag and faciltation in mediation. 

Mediation: 

Mediation teaching is based on the assumptions of empowerment and that there is a 

chance of genuine dialogue through cooperation. It is my intention to examine these 

assumptions by interviewhg people who have k e n  participants in mediation. 

Mediation teaches that every opinion is valid, thereby giving aclmowledgment to 

everyone. To validate is to empower and enable people to express themselves, to have a 

voice. Mediation is a concept of cooperation, where people are guided in the proces to listen 

to each other, to rephrase what the other person said bdon responding. Mediation in 



essence teaches people to k e n  to each other, to wait to voice their own opinion after the 

other person ha9 nnished w g .  This is said to present a potential for the development 

of genuine âiaiogue. It also teaches people that every opinion is as valid as their own. By 

teachhg that each opinion has validity, greater acceptance and tolemce among people is 

possible because this empowers dl people. The pmess of mediation is one where the focus 

is not necessarily on the outcorne. The ptimary focus is on the cooperative process. Once 

the willingness for cooperation between conflicting parties has been established, working 

toward resolution of the confiict is possible. The possibility of working together on a 

problem by separating the issues h m  the individuals, and of discussing options of how to 

work with a problem, has the potential to create mutual respect. 

The teachings of mediation are important as life skills fiom which dl people can 

benefit. It is ofien assumeci that people h o w  how to communicate. However, it is a learned 

skill. Tidwell (1994) notes that mediation ultimately is a communication process. The 

teaching of mediation skills can be of help to those l&g to express feelings and thoughts, 

and to distinguish between needs and wants. 

Background: 

My first inîroduction to mediation was during a course in F d y  Law. 1 learned 

about mediation as a fonn of Aitemate Dispute Resolution in the context of the legal system. 

As part of the adversarial system, lawyers represent their clients to the best of their ability. 

When lawyers represent a client, they represent oppositions. in the end, a judge makes the 

final decision. This form of settling does not promote discussion, and makes M e r  



relationships diflicuit. In the legal profession, distinction is made between two différent 

forms of Alternate Dispute Resolution. NegottHon is a format where one looks at wkot 

positions are king talen. The process of negotiation does not necessarily promote 

cornmutilcation. Mediation, on the other haad, is a process that is faciiitated by an 

independent thllrl person, in which one lodrs at wky positions are taken. This process 

pnwotes communication and the parties themselves ofien resolve the conflict. (Jean 

DeWolfe, L. L. B., Family Law Course at Acadia University, Lecture notes, Jan. 3,1996). 

A Mediation Model: 

The mediation model that 1 am f d l i a r  with is taught by the Valley Community 

Mediation Society in WoWe,  using Cornelius and Faire's (1989) te* Everyone cm win: 

how to resolve conjlict. The foiiowing outline illustrates how this model can be used. 

A neutral position of the mediator, equality and confidentiality are important parts 

of the model. Mediation is viewed as a voluntary process. 

Preluiunarv Work 

Parties requesthg mediation will provide the mediator with a brief outline of the 

conflict. The mediator will take the case under consideration and if acceptable for mediation 

will contact the other Party* Cases not considered for mediation are those in which: (1) a 

party is unable to represent him/herself, (2) not al1 parties wish to mediate, (3) there are 

thteads of criminal charges, (4) there is not enough tirne to work through the pmess (i.e., 

one pmty is moving away). 



Pre-Mediation 

In the pre-mediation meeting the parties wiil be given a bief outline of what to 

expect during mediation. For example, both parties get equal time to present their cases. 

People may be advised to prepare what they wish to say in their statements. This is not 

formai, but is meant to assist the parties in order that they do not forget, during the process, 

the details that are important to them. Parties are advised to bring documentation (for 

example, separation agreements, contracts or written promises relevant to the case) if this is 

applicable. Finally, a t h e  and place for the mediation agreeable to al1 parties is established. 

The Mediation Session 

OPENTNG 

The mediator greets and welcomes the parties and addresses each person by nme. 

The mediator seats the people (usually in a triangle where the parties do not face each other, 

but both face in the direction of the mediator) and opens the meeting. 

First, the mediatorts) introduces himherself (if CO-mediatoa are used this is 

discussed in the pre-rnediation) and the parties are asked how they wish to be addressed 

during the mediation. Next, the role of the mediator is explained as that of a neutral party, 

who does no? make decisions. The parties make al1 decisions regarding resolution or 

settlement themselves. Parties are informed that confidentiality is an important part of the 

mediation. If notes are taken by the mediator, assurance is given that these will be destroyed 

when the mediation is finished. 



The role of the participants is explained. Each party is expected to participate with 

an honest effort and to give fidl information relevant to the dispute. Mediation is voluntary 

and each par@ is ihe to lave the mediation at any tirne. 

Ground d e s  are discussed. These are basic d e s  that each party is expected to 

foliow. The d e s  assure that each party bas a chance to speak k l y .  htemptions happen 

at tixnes d e n  emotions nin hi&. In w h  a case, the offending jmty wiii be remindeci of the 

des. These des are: (1) no persona1 attacks, (2) no interruptions, (3) no b l d g  and, (4) 

no attributkg motives. Parties are asked ifthey wish to add to the ground des .  Wnting 

d o m  these items is helpfd in case people later dispute the des .  

Finally, if ai i  parties approve, an agreement to mediate is signed. 

CLIENTS' OPENING STATEMENTS 

It is important that the mediator face the party that is speaking. The opening 

statement is timed and each person gets the same amount of time to speak. After the opening 

statement, the mediator asks questions in order to cl- that what he/she h e d  is what that 

patty meant to say. This is very important because the opposing party is present and hem 

what the speaker is saying. 

IDENWYiNG THE ISSUES 

Once the statements have baen given, the issues are identified. Parties are asked if 

they agree that these are the issues. During the remahder of the process, one issue at a tirne 



wili be dealt with. Some mediators like to start with the simplest issue in order to give 

clients confidence in the process. 

EXPLORING OPTIONS 

hPing this t h e  people are asked to brainstonn. Every option one can think of, even 

if it seems unrealistic, is brought forward. (The hope is that parties start to work together.) 

Once al1 the possibilities of how to resolve one issue are presented, soaing of the possibilities 

takes place. Some options are discarded; others may be used in part only. The choices 

belong to the parties. They have to decide what is acceptable to them. 

The mediator can help with making suggestions, but the final decision rests widi the 

parties. Not all parties corne to an agreement. The idea that people can work togetfier on the 

problem is seen in itself as a 'win situation'. The parties may agree to disagree. 

CAUCUS 

Anytime during the mediation, emotions may get in the way. If that happens, the 

mediator has the option of a s h g  the parties if they wish to take a break. Another option is 

for the mediator to c d  a caucus (a private meeting with one Party, to help overcome an 

impasse). When a caucus is cailed with one party, the same needs to be done with the other 

party, as people may become suspicious. It is not only the mediator who cm cal1 for a 

caucus Each party cm request a caucus during any part of the mediation. Codidentiality 

during those sessions is upheld. The mediator can suggest that one party share information 

with the 0th- however, the choice to do so rem with that party. 



AGREEMENT 

If the parties have corne to an agreement as to how to d e  their dispute, the 

agreement wiii be put into writing. The agreement outlines the agreed-upon t m s  in detail, 

Le., what each party hes agreed to do or not to do. The agreement may include task 

completion time hunes. Once the agreement is drafted, both parties sign it, and all parties 

retain a copy. 

DEBRIEFING 

At the closing phase of the mediation, the mediator has an opportunity to 

congrahdate the parties for their hard work. in summarizing, the mediator makes it clear that 

the accomplishments are due to the parties' efforts. 

Orientations in Mdiation: 

h a !  

Ontario launched private mandatory mediation for al1 civil actions, except family 

disputes, prior to court proceedings. This action was announced by Attorney-General 

Charles Hamick (Makin, 1997). Sault Ste. Marie and Widsor were aamed as the MO new 

sites to implement mandatory mediation, followiag ia the fmisteps of Toronto and Ottawa. 

The announcement was made by Ontario's Attorney-ûeneral, C W s  Harnick, after the Civil 

Rules Commitîee, in February 1998, reached an agreement in priociple to institute a new 

order of civil procedure (Interaction, 1998). Srnail Claims court mediation pilots were set 

up in Sumy and Vancouver. As well, a Mediation Roster is king estabfished for aU civil, 



non-family cases in the British Columbia Supreme Court. Mediation is presented as an 

option, and the seMces are delivered by the private sector (Wood, 1998). Programs 

cutrently under consideration for Nova Scotia are king tested; for example, pilot projects 

in mediation in conjuaction with Family Law Courts in two communities are under =y. The 

Daihousie School of Law in Halifax offers courses in mediation to its shidents. The legal 

system has been the medium that we have relied upon to help us setile our disputes. 

However, the legal system is a structure in which ruîings are made and rights and w n g s  are 

declared, and in which the outcome is in terms of winners and Iosers. It is designed to deal 

with facts and not with human emotions. 

Professional Organizations 

Mediation has in many instances become a distinct professional field; for example, 

The Academy of Family Mediators, Family Mediation Canada (FMC), the Society for 

Pmfessionals in Dispute Resolution (SPIDR), Arbitration and Mediation institute of Canada. 

In those organizations, the meâiator is considered the expert. 

Peer Mediation in Schools 

Mediation has been adapted to teach school children to become peer mediators who 

l e m  to d e  their disputes by peaceflll meam. Benson and Benson (1993) report that 

rrsear~h by the "National Association for Mediation Education9' as weil as their own research 

shows a reduction of conflicts and violence in the schools and that self esteem, grades and 

attendance of children who trained as mediatm is enhancd Mediation is said to enhance 



communication sküls, self-esteem and respect for self and others (Deutsch, 1993; Laue and 

McWhirter, 1992). 

Communitv Mediation 

Community mediation organirations are making efforts to continue the models that 

have taken hold in the schools by encouraging people to act in their own interests 

(Stipanowitch, 1992-1993). Community mediation pmgrams teach people that they have 

choices on how to negotiate a dispute or disagreement. At h e s ,  the agreements reached 

become secondary to the process of transformation and healing of relationships. (ümbreit, 

1997). In mediation, the focus is on communication and awareness skills (Cornelius and 

Faire, 1989). Through mediation people can be taught to separate the issues h m  the persom 

involved (Fisher and Ury, 1981). In the cooperative spirit of mediation people cm work 

together as partuers to resolve conflicts. 



Cbapter II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

AIl nuly wise tho&hts have been thought already thousandr of n'mes; but to 

make them iruly ours, we must think them over again honestly, till they take 

roof in our personal experience. 

- Goethe 

in reviewing the literature on mediation it is difficult not to notice how widespread 

the use of mediation has become. The practice of mediation in itself is by no means new. 

The earliest mediation record is recorded in the Oxford English Dictionary (Volume IX, p. 

545); 1 3 87 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) W. 1 25: "Mediaiours goynge bytwixe, pees was made." 

"Mediator " ( O ~ o r d  English Dictionary) is denved fiom the Latin form mediare, to 

mediate, and is defmed as "One who intervenes between two parties, especiaily for the 

purpose of effecting reconciliation; one who bnngs about (a peace, a treaty) or settles (a 

dispute) by mediation. 4'ReconciIiution" stems fiom Old French conseiller, to counsel, or re- 

counsef; in translation, this became reconcile. 

The focus of modem day mediation is said to be self empowering. "Ernpowerment'' 

to give power or authority to; authorize. Also to give the ability to; enable or permit (Collins 

Concise Dictionary 1988). 



In the revival of the p d c e  of mediation there are promising new developments in 

the field of mediation research. Moore (1996) gives a bnef o v e ~ e w  of mediation amund 

the world in his text, The Mediution Process. Folberg and Taylor (1984) present the 

historical and cultural mots of mediation and note that: "There is both a bibfical foudation 

and appmval for mediaton able to bring about pe8cefui coexistence: 'Blessed be the 

peacemakers for they shall be calied the sons of God' (Matthew, 59)" (p. 3). 

The Medirrtion Process: 

While much research is presented and ways are fomd to use mediation as an alternate 

fomi of senling disputes, the need arises to be vigilant that mediation remains an alternative 

that is available to al1 people (Cook and Hale, 1994). In reviewing the literature there 

appears to be a trend that mediation programs in the schools are tau@ for use by the 

children. The ultimate goal is toward greater tolerance and a more peacefbl society (Deutsch, 

1993). At the same time programs for adults, in many cases, iin controiled by professionals 

such as Fmily Mediators canada and the Society for Pmfessionals in Dispute Resolution. 

Community mediation programs have been started and are reporting positive results. 

Umbreit (1997) says, "[tlhe art of mediation, as weIl as teaching, nursing, therapy, and social 

work, is found in connecting with people at a human level h u g h  the expression of 

ernpathy, wamth, and authenticity" (p. 207). 

Mediation methods of confîict resolution are part of the culture in Confician 

societies. Nations such as the Pacific Basin Nations and the People's Republic of China have 

practiced mediation for centuries. In The People's Republic of China, for example, 



mediation replaces contract and tort litigation, and is the method of choice for most civil 

disputes. First Nation people in Canada and Native Amencan peoples used healiag chles 

to mediate disputes (Bmes, 1994), which are examples of spintually-grounded and 

dialogue-driven forms of conflict resolution. There are many variations of the mediation 

process documented, each unique to its culture (Moore, 1996; Umbreit, 1997). 

Mediation practices in Western society dBer in their methods, and are often 

settlement oriented. Moore (1 996) defines mediation as: 

The intervention into a dispute or aegotiaiion by an acceptable, impartial, and 

neutral third party who has no authoritative decision-malring power to assist 

disputing parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable 

sealement of issues in dispute (p. 14). 

Moore presents a twelve-stage mediation mode1 consisting of two categories. The 

first category wnsists of work done by the mediator pior to the iichial mediation and has five 

pre-mediation stages. 

Stage 1 : Establishing relationship with the disputing parties. 

Stage 2: Selecting a strategy to guide mediation. 

Stage 3: Collecting and analyzing backgtoud Mormation. 

Stage 4: Designing a detailed plan for mediation. 

Stage 5: Building trust and cooperation. 

The Second category is divided into: 

Stage 6: Beginning the mediation session. 

Stage 7: Defihg issues and setting the agenda. 



Stage 8: Uncovering hidden interests of the disputing parties. 

Stage 9: Generating options for settlement. 

Stage 10: Assessing options for settlement. 

Stage 1 1 : Final bargaining. 

Stage 12: Acbieving formal settlement @p. 66-67). 

Within this mode1 pre-mediation meetings are held to inforni the client of the 

pmcess. Behavioral guideliaes must be agreed upon by the participants. To be effective the 

d e s  must be agreed on by consensus. Establishg beûavioral guidelines is a cornmon 

practice among mediators; in some instances these guidelines are enough to make people 

move toward a productive resolution. The mediator is the advocate for a faU process and 

remains impartial to the outcome of a particular settlement. Impartiality is defined as "[t]he 

absence of bias or preference in favor of one or more negotiators, their interests, or the 

specific solutions that they are advocating" (p. 52). Active listening and rephrasing 

facilitates intense emotions and assures the speaker that he or she has been heard. Moore's 

text provides the reader with a variety of strategies that can be applied in the mediation 

pmcess. 

The p w t h  and expansion of mediation, Moore says, has been due in part to social 

changes such as the achowledgement of individuai rights, but 

has dso been motivated by growing dissatisfaction with authoritative, top- 

down decision makm and decision-making procedures, imposed Settlements 

that do not adequately address parties' strongly felt or genuine interests, and 

the increasing costs - in money, tirne, human tesoutces, interpersonal and 



community solidarity - of more adversarial, win-lose procedwes of dispute 

reso1ution (Moore, 19%. p. 23). 

Tidweli (1994) sees problems with this concept of mediation. He says that people 

are not rational whai in conflict. He calls the process of mediation a quasi-coercive pmcess. 

Tidwell sees individuals in confîict as dependent on the nature of their actions. Through 

habituation people codorm to a behavior that can be making them blind to alternatives. He 

compares this to Seligman's "leamed helplessness" and to his ''trained incapacity concept". 

Tidweil says "[bloth trained incapacity and leamed helplessness m e  to explain how people 

get into conflict and why they find it difficuit to escape h m  conflict" (p. 9). Persuasion is 

seen as a tool of which the most powerful components are commitment and consistency. 

Thus persuasion is used to overcome the üained incapacity in order to consider alternative 

options to resolve the conflict situation. '6ûvercoming the dynamics of codict requks the 

language of conflict remlution to be sutnciently powerful to galvanize the parties involved" 

(p. 13). 

In the course of our lives we will be challenged by al1 sorts of contlict situations. 

Most h e s  when we hear the word 'conflict' we portray it as something negative. Conflict 

cm also be seen as a positive or constructive event. Deutsch (1994) says conflict '5s the mot 

of personal and social change; it is the medium through which problems can be aired and 

solutions arrived at" (p. 13). Deutsch identifies coopefation, individuality and cornpetition 

as three types of motivationai orientation toward conflict. Previous reseatch has given rise 

to what the author temu: "Deutsch's crude law of social relations: the characteristic 

processes and effècts elicited by a given type of social relationship (e.g., cooperative or 



cornpetitive) also tend to elicit that type of social relationship" @. 15). Mediators need 

specific skills to assist disputants to resolve their conflicts in a constructive manner. 

However the participants in a conflict do need similar skilis. 

Mediation also should be examined as a process that cm provide possibilities for the 

coordinathg of the cliffixent meanings that humans give to their lives. There are many 

ethical and moral questions sunoundhg medation. Communication is often looked upon 

as the defective part in the interpretation of meanings. T h e  conceptuaîization of 

communication as a tool p d l e l s  the means-ends epistemology of moral and ethical 

(ultimately, sociai) choices. By contrast, we argue that communication is both the means and 

the ends of social (mord and ethical) interaction" (Cooks and Hale, 1994, p. 57). 

Cooks and Hale discuss the ethics of mediation and the standards of practice, 

mediator impartiaiity and neutrality as two distinct concepts. The standards of practice for 

mediators generally place high emphasis on disputant selfhietermination, infomed consent, 

mediator impartiality and neutrality. Roblem anas sunounding these issues are discussed. 

Attention is drawn to the meanhg of these tenns. For example, Grebe (1992) is referred to 

as seying that mediation on the one hand accepts human individuals as rationai beings able 

to solve problems. On the other hand mediators are cautioned to protect their clients from 

harm or prejudice. Roblem areas that an investigated are issues such as the distinction 

between impartidity and nedity.  The paradox that is noted is how mediators b'maintain 

impsrtiality while simultaneously assisting the @esy' @. 63). 

Ethics may be cited as a means to claim validity as a profession and disclaiming the 

importance of comrnunity mediation. The authors note, "in the case of mediation, the 



'professionalizing' of the discourse amund ethics has led to discussions that silence the 

claims to validity voiced by disputants and those who are outside the profession" (Cooks and 

Hale, 1994, p. 74). What are the dternatives to the legal system and how accessible is this 

system when professional standards are put in place? Neilson (1994) expressed a similar 

conceni when she said: 

If mediation is a p e s s  designed to respect disputant autonomy and decision 

making, fke h m  professional domination and control, why do mediators 

need professional status and power? Will educational developments 

necessarily p r o f e s s i o ~ e  the discipline? If so, will mediation continue to 

offer an alternative to the professional domination and control inherent to the 

formai legal system, or will it merely, as Abel (1 982), Davis (1983), and 

0th- have wameâ, replace one form of professional domination and control 

with another? (p. 1 73, 1 74). 

In 1986, as a result of the International Year of Peace, the Contlict Resolution 

Network was founded in Australia. Its purpose is to develop, implement and teach the skills 

of conflict resolution. Cornelius and Faire (1989) feel that by taking a difierent view of 

cooflict situations it is possible to become partners in solving the conflict rather than being 

opponents. In working together, both &es9 wants and needs are considered resulting in 

a cooperative appiwich that leads to a win-win situation. The focus is not on how to win but 

raîher on how both parties can gain h m  cooperation. Mediator n e d t y  and d i s p ~ t  ses 

detennination are important parts of this model. 



Codict-resoIution skills enable people to turn cod ic t  into opporhinities to karn 

more about the self and o u .  Awateness of how we deal with contlict is an important 

b r  in the teaching of mediation slâJis (Cornelius and Faire, 1989). The win-win approorh 

to mediation teachhg is also expresseci by Umbreit (1997), who presents a humanistic 

appmach to mediation based on the principles of Car1 Rogen' (1961) humanistic psychology. 

Umbreit presents a theory of two different methods of the use of mediation. The difference 

he describes is between a settlementdriven and a dialogue-driven mediation approach. 

Umbreit's humanistic-mediation mode1 taps into the dialogue-driven approach to ushg 

mediation as a jouniey toward healing and transformation. Emphasis is on establishing a 

comection with the parties and an atmosphere of tnist. It is suggested that pre-mediation 

sessions take place at least one week before the mediation session. The mediator has an 

opporhinity to establish trust and rapport while explainhg how the mediation process works, 

and answer the participants' questions about the process. The mode1 of humaaistic 

mediation is nondirective and dialogipcdriven, and is said to be well suited for communityy 

famüy and workplace mediation. '%y moving h m  a settlernentdriven to a dialogue-driven 

approach to mediation, the practice of mediation can intentionally and more consistently tap 

into its transfomative and healing powers" (ümbreit, 1997, p. 202). 

Joyce (1995) aiso refeïs to Rogerian thcory, with a client-centeted approach. She 

notes that this theory is based on ï'principles that describe an unconditional positive regard 

for the client and a profound respect for people and their ability to solve their own problems 

(Rogers, 1965)" (p. 301). She points toward the many Merent types of discipiines involved 

in conflict resolution and how the goels are of a varied nature. She aiso points to the firt that 



tbere is mt  an agreed-upon language and compares the field to the "Tower of Babel". Joyce 

refleçts that terms such as "intemenor, third pms5 mediator, and neuiral are used 

~yt~onymously and interchangeably by the Society for Pmfessiods in Dispute Resolution 

(SPIDR, 1986)". She continues by sa- that, "ethical standards are the vehicles that 

transport the values of the dominant culture into the practice of conflict resolutiony' (p. 303). 

Taylor (1997) questions mediator neutrality and asks. "How neutral is neuûal?" (p. 

215). She presents a discussion about allowable inf'îuence and persuasion and how this 

relates to the concept of client self-determination. Taylor as weli as Cooks and Hale (1994) 

look at the works of Rifkin, m e n ,  and Cobb (1991) and, as they say, %e cornpanion piece 

by Feer (1992) opened up some provocative notions about whether a rnediator can ever be 

truly neutral" (p. 217). Taylor also notes that there is a lack of published material on 

mediator neutrality. nie problem she sees is family mediators who believe in king 

im@al. They at times may find that uKy need to become more active, which moves them 

away h m  a neutral position. She presents definitions about neuttaljty and Uapartiality h m  

different ongins. However, says Taylor, "Mediators are ultimately ~esponsible for the 

process, and that process must be solidly fair; but it must also take into consideration the 

differnit needs of each client, the type of conflict, and the context within which the 

mediation process is king conducted" (p. 224). In order to deal with the emotional needs 

of a client, Taylor says that the mediator may have to expand his or her view of impartiality 

and neutFality and mon toward a more therapeutic mode of mediation. As Joyce (1995) did, 

Taylor notes the lack of a shared vocabulary in the field of rnediation. 



Williams (1994) looks at Gilligan's theory that men and women use different 

hguages and the implications this pments for divorce mediation. Giiiigan (1982) explains 

a gender difference in moral development which stems fiom their different experiences in 

relationships when growing up. Williams also mentions that this gender difference in 

language was observed by Tannen (1990). Williams notes that clarification of the meaning 

of words in divorce rnediation is essential to meet the needs of each participant. Mediator 

training and awareness of Gilligan's theory is seen as a means to better facilitate and guide 

the parties in their mediation, by helping @es communicate about their differences. 

Bush and Folger (1994). in The Promise of Mediation, h d  that the most important 

dimension of mediation is found in the potentiai for change. They look for a parsdigm shift 

'%om the individual to the relational conception" (p. 3). Mediation is presented as a 

transfomietve process where the primary focus is on empowerment and recognition. 

Empowerment means the restoration to individu& of a sense of their own 

value and strength and their own capacity to handle life's problems. 

Recognition means the evocation in individuais of acknowledgment and 

empathy for the situation and problems of others (p. 2). 

The concept of transformatve orientation to mediation lies in the premise that 

disputes, "be viewed not as problems at ai l  but as opportunities for moral growth and 

transformation" (p. 81). The goal of the transformative-mediation approach is that of moral 

growth, ''the realization by individuah of theu highest potential as morai beings, and with 

tbis a changed and better world" (p. 224). The traasformative appmach is tbus seen as 

making people responsible for their own choices in how they deai with conflict. Self 



detennination and the hhuman capacity for compassion toward self and the other c m  be 

possible redts h m  contlict interaction (Bush & Folger, 1994). 

Folberg and Taylor describe the nature of confiict by quothg Kenneth Bouldhg's 

(1962) definition of confîict: "a situation of cornpetition in which the parties are m u r e  of 

the incompatriility of potentiel fuhire positions and in which each party wishes to occupy a 

position which is incompatible with the wishes of the other" (1984, p. 20). Folberg and 

Taylor approach mediation fiom a psychological perspective. They present psychological 

concepts to understanding humaa motivation and personality, taking the view that humaos 

are motivated by their intemal needs. Maslow's (1954) as well as Glasser's (1965, 1981) 

theories are presented as useful for mediators. S d z i n g  Glasser: "people do what they 

do because they are attempting to meet their needs as they perceive them" (p. 79). Albert 

EUis' Rational Emotive Therapy and Bandura's social-leaming theories are presented as 

useM in bringing about a change of behavior (Folberg & Taylor, 1984). 

The termys negotiution and mediation are fiequently used as though they were the 

same. Rubin (1994) presents a clear outline by examlliing approaches to conflict 

management, Negotiation, he saiâ, is derived h m  the "Latin word negocime - to conduct 

business" (p. 34). The= are two types of negotiation that are discussed. The Muhial Gains 

Model is an appach that argues for solutions acceptable to all sides, while the Concession- 

Convergence Model is a - m a c h ,  where parties start h m  opposite positions and 

both parties bar@ back and forth mtil they meet at a point that is agreeable to both. Rubh 

notes that these concepts were first presented by Follet& h1942. Rubin also notes that both 

models have a place in the field of conflict management. 



Another mode1 that is discussed by Rubin is third-Party intervention, which cm be 

in a variety of Merent forms, such as: 

mediation (in which advisory recommendations are made that naed not be 

heeded by the disputaats), conciliation (in which the focus is not the 

settlement of issues as much as the process by which the contlict is carried 

out) to arbihation (in which the third party's recommendations for sealement 

are bindhg) (p. 41). 

The author notes that an independent third party at a dispute can assist people in 

understanding thek confiict issues and help people manage their conflicts (Rubin, 1994). 

Resolution of  confîict becomes a more efficient and munially satismg experience 

when people leam to be better negotiators of contlict situations. Fisher, Ury and Patton 

(1 99 1) have introduced a method of principled negotiation. This method is said to be hard 

on merit and soft on people. The four principles of the method are as follows: 

(1) Separate the Peopk h m  the Problem, 

(2) Focus on Interests, Not Positions, 

(3) Invent Options for Mutual Gain, 

(4) Insist on Using Objective Critena (p. 1 5). 

Medation provides a method for constructive and cooperative conflict resolution. 

The objective is that each si& can understand the interests of the other ponty, before lookuig 

for a m u W y  advantageous agreement. Jean-Paul Sartre (1966) in his text Being and 

Nothingness says, "1 can lmow myself ody through the mediation of the other" @. 91). 

Cooperative interaction among himian beings is needed to discover the seE Whcieas 



cornpetition emphasizes power differences between people, Deutsch (1994) points toward 

cooperation. By lookbg for similarities in beliefs and attitudes d e r  than ciifferences, 

opexmess for communication is created. AU human beings have unique sets of values and 

their own perspectives on Me. These differences among people do not have to be limiting 

factors. People do not have to trade their own values or beliefs in order to accept that others 

may bave Metent values and beliefs. 

Medirition for Chiidren: 

Training in mediation does require the acquisition of biowledge, but a need to 

develop the skills to engage in constructive confiict behavior is essential. "The factor of 

abilities and skills is not suffciently emphasized" (Deutsch? 1994, p. 24). By teaching 

c h i l h  at an early age that every voice has value, the message of muhial respect is inclusive 

(Deutsch, 1993,1994; Klein and Alony, 1993). 

Klein and Alony (1993) report that there is an empirical base which suggests that 

parental-rnediation behaviors facilitate children's development. In a three-year research 

study of mothers and their young children, it was found that parents who are iastnicted in 

mediation techniques as paffating W s  changed their own behavior and attitudes ove  the. 

The basic elements of what consthtes teaching mediational interactions are described as: 

Foeushg: Any adult act or sequeace of acts that appears to be directed 

towards achieving a change in the child's perception or nsponse. 

Afkhg:  An adult's behavior that expresses verbal or nonverbal 

appiat ion or affect in relation to objects, animais, or concepts and values. 



Expandin: An adult's behavior dincted toward the btoadening of a chiid's 

cognitive awanaess, beyond what is necessary to satis& the immediate need 

that triggered the interaction. 

Rmrding: Any verbal or nonverbal behavior of an adult that expresses 

satisfaction with a child's behavior or identifies specific components of the 

child's behavior that the aduIt considers successfid. 

Rcguhting: Adult behaviors that model, demonstrate, or verbaliy suggest to 

the child a regdation of his or her behavior in relation to the nature of the 

task or to any o k  cognitive process prior to covert action (p. 178,179). 

In their discussion, the researchers report a nlationship between the mediating 

behavior of the mother and children's verbal skills as well as the children's behavior of 

mediating to others. 

"Although we can see that something about our punishment systern is not working, 

we continue to deal with probiems reactively." This comment is made by Hetîy Adams in 

the introduction to her book Peace in the Classrom. The text is designed for young children 

and is an aid to teaching communication skills by using specific activities toward this end 

(Adams, 1994). 

Kreider (1994) also provides a program that is designed for whing young children. 

He says, '1 believe that when children feel d e ,  respecte& and cared for, they are k to 

leam" (p. 101). He uses Maslow's Hiemchy of Needs to undedine this beiief. Maslow 

(1954) pmposed that th- is a hiefa~~hy of needs which is pnsented as a pyramide At the 

bottom of this pyrsmid are the basic biologid needs for sumival such as water, food and 



shelter. The psychologid neeck, those of love and afféction and sewesteem, are on higher 

levels of the pyramid. A person is said to be self-achialized when alî possible needs are 

~Unultsneously met. "The concept of a hienvchy of needs is particularly relevant to 

mediators since most clients corne to mediators because of the tbreatened loss of their basic 

needs" (Folberg and Taylor, 1984, p. 77). 

A variety of pmgrams have been developed specifically for eaining of elementary 

school children in conflict resolution skills. Johnson and Johnson (1994) describe a three- 

step program in which, h u g h  the use of cooperative leamhg and critical thinkllig, peer 

mediation and negotiation skills are developed. 

Peer-rnediation programs are behg implemented in schools as a result of escalating 

discipline problems and i n d  violence in the schools (Bettman and Moore, 1994). Smith 

& Sidwell(199û) are quoted by Moore as stating that rraining pmgrams in mediation "Have 

made significant impacts on the levels of conflicts in schools" (Moore, 1996, p. 25). These 

peer mediation programs include tachhg muhuil respect and tolaance of different opinions, 

and assisting students in nsolving disputes, using methods of peacefùl settlement of conflicts 

(Benson & Benson, 1993; Deutsch, 1993). 

Laue and McWhirter (1992) report thas students learn to develop skills in rnanaging 

conflicts by practicing de-play. Stuâents involved in the mediation process can practice 

theù critical uiinking, problem-solving and selfsiscipline skills. The same authors also 

make the observation that mediation provides a structured forum, which empowers the 

students by enabling them to make decisions that may affect their own lives. "AU students- 

both disputants or mediators-find within the proces a place for talking about problerns, 



les-g more about the views of others, and practicing better comm~cation in a non- 

violent, nonjudgmental armosphere" (p. 17). The possibility of counsellors openhg 

mediation trainhg to parents as a school-community outteach pmgram is mentioned as an 

implication for counsellors. Peer-mediation, conflict-tesolution prognuns are seen as 

programs that may prevent violence in schools. 

The training of mediation skills in schools seems to focus on groups of d e n t s  who 

are trained to becorne peer mediators. Shulman (1996) discusses the establishment of 

guidelines for two mediation teaching programs. The guidelines are specifïc to students who 

want to become involved either in the training prwess of negotiations or as peer mediators. 

In order to assas the usefulness of mediation prograrns in the schools, several 

scientific s u e s  were conducted. Johnson, Johnson, Dudley, Mitchell and Fredrickson 

(1997) report that their saidy provides "empuical confirmation to the anecdotal testirnonies 

on the effectivaiess of conflict res01ution training programs in schools" (p. 19). The authors 

continue by saying, "al1 stuâents can be trained to manage their conflicts constructively" (p. 

19). 

Lieber and Rogers (1994) report that urban school districts face considerable 

dificulties in the implementation of confiict resolution prognuns. Among several factors 

contributhg to this are differetlces in culture, different Mieh driving the schwl system, and 

financial resomes. 

In a summsry of eleven articles, Bemard (1994) reports the various strategies for 

dealing with violence that were discussed. Analysis of the success of conflict techniques 

useci with d e n t s  is also reviewed. Betûnan and Moore (1994) note that peer-mediation 



pmgrams in the school are oAen started in the hope of reducing violence and improving the 

social chnate. Social injustices, the authors say, c a ~ o t  be comcted by peer mediation, and 

it would be unfair to put that burden on the shoulders of the students. Iastitutionaki social 

injustice, the author notes, may give the opposite effect and cari work as a catalyst for 

violence. 

Not all peer mediation prognuns are first aud foremost seen as a program to curb 

violence. Vincent, Hodihan and Zwart (1 996) describe the effectiveness of peer mediation 

in de-modeling behavior for socially isolated children. The result of this study shows that 

peers, as behavior change agents, are effective in increasing positive social behaviors in a 

variety of problems and ski11 levels. 

One of the most likely confiicts elementary-school children can encounter is with 

their siblings. Gentry and Benenson (1993) found that children who participated in peer 

mediation progmm at school also used those skills at home when in conflict situations. 

Parents reported a decline in frequency of coaflicts between siblings and a reduction in the 

need to intervene. 

Most of the research regarding mediation is h m  the facilitator's point of view. 

Pastorino (1997) reports on a studentdesigned mode1 of peer mediation, where student 

disputants' experiences are used in the design. The resulting structure is a five-stage model. 

Trust and confidence in the peer is identifid as a major component to the success of 

mediation. Stuâents said that the re8~0n for this was the feling of equality they eXpenenced 

with peers. 



This led to mother important fmture, which was identified as safety, which is 

essentiai in the program. Students described the first stage of identifjhg the dispute in their 

own words as "getting it d out" (p. 260). In the second stage, when exploring the relative 

nature of each person's truth, students start to see diffkrences as weli as similarities in each 

0 t h ~ ~  "Disputanis begin to understand there may not be a single tmth but multiple tniths, ali 

correct" (p. 260). hiring the third stage, students' own words described the event as 

"gening on the same wavelength" (p. 260). 

The fou& stage showed that the students no longer held onto theu positions, nor was 

there any concem about who were right or m n g .  hitead, the students became part of the 

problem-solving process. Students became involveci in genuine communication where 

agreements to disputes were viewed as by-products of the process. 

Pastorino looks at developmental theories. Citing Freud, Erickson, Paiget, Mahler 

and Fowler, and says that by looking at these models, "one begins to recognize that children 

ages seven to nine are moving out into the world to test their relationship with others, their 

own cornpetence, and their place in the world" (p. 254). This is also a time for children to 

become aware of differences and a tirne in which conflicts escalate. Developing mediation 

skills toward resolution of conflicts and prevention of violence is an option that "rnay be 

critical to offer ... to d l  children at these ages to allow a Merent experience of conflict 

resolution" (p. 263). When taught at an early age, the mediation problem-solving skills 

becorne skills for Melong usage. Pastorino notes, 

people in our society have graddly grown to be dependent on experts (CO- 

dependency) rather than on die insi@ and powers of perception existhg 



withh themselves. Continuation of such a trend arguably wiii increase 

problems and diminish creativity and consciousness as individuals conhue 

to depend on others (experts) to solve their problems and thereby f ~ l  to 

realize their own ability and potential (p. 252). 

By no means is mediation training limited to children's education. 

Mediation for Adults: 

In our mobile world, communities are changing to multinational societies. 

Bercovitch (1996) notes that "parties' reaction to their conflict and to the act of mediation 

is the result of their particular experience, society, culture, and structure" (p. 4). This 

observation by Bercovitch is in relationship to his work in international mediation. The same 

holds mie for people in any kind of relationship. Rubin and Levinger's (1995) definition of 

conflict states that: 

[elvery fom of social conflict implies a perception of divergent interests - 
whether or not they are divergent in reality. Whether these differences occur 

between individuals or between states, between groups or between 

organizations, any conflict signifies some degree of perceived incompatibility 

between the parties' goals or between their prefened means of achieving 

similar goals (p. 15). 

Canadian soldiers, prior to serving as peacekeepers in other counaies, receive 

training in mediation at the Lester B. Pearson Canadian International Peacekeeping Centre, 

in Clementspoct, Nova Scotia. Trainers fiom this Centre recently also provided education 



to p b ,  teachers, as well as students in their own communities. This was in 

nspoase to racial conflicts that had escaiated into schoolyard fights ( F b  1997). 

Community mediation programs have been started to d e  mediation available to 

the public. Stipanowich (lm-1993) disciisses a case study in commmity mediation. This 

is a mode1 community program in Kentucky. The prognim is independent, nonprofit, quasi- 

public and enjoys the fidl coopefation and support of the court system. The s e ~ c e  is 

provideci by tmined volunteet mediators. The program is g d  toward the informal 

resoiution of issues through mediation. Stipanowich c d s  this a "quiet rcvolution" which is 

"a worldwide phenornenon, h m  Cauaâa to the newly opened markets of Eastern Empe and 

the Soviet Union to the far East" @. 860). In selecting a system for out-of-court disputes that 

wouid fit the nee& of the community, mediation was selected by group consensus. The 

reason for choosing mediation was that the primary emphasis is on negotiation and mutual 

accommodation. 

Mediation does not guarantee a successfiil settiement; however, it provides for people 

to express their concems and offers the potentid for collaboration on issues of concem. 

Another benefit is that the parties cm express their points of view in the presence of the 

others and this wuld serve as an eye-opner. "Mediation may help to overcome laçk of tmst 

and animosity, and establish channels of communication" (p. 872). 

Within the best of pmgrams there are areas for concem to be kept in mind; power 

imbdance is one such concem. Not all disputes can be mediated. Abuse situations, for 

example, are not suitable for mediation because of the power imbalance in abuse situations. 

Pre-mediaîion meetings are useful in determinhg suitability for mediation. 'Ibe decision to 



have a riesolution centre separate h m  the justice system is helpful, in that it shows 

independence h m  the couris and provides for die ne& of the community at large. 

The Kentucky court has adopted a d e  whereby the judge could refer civil disputes 

to mediation. The attorney's presence is not required if both @es agree. Under this d e ,  

confidentiality of mediation communication is privileged information and is not admissible 

in cowt. 

With regard to mediator qualification and training, Stipanowich notes, "we have 

come to recogrUe that academic qualifications in related fields are no guarantee of success 

as a mediator" (p. 903). This centre uses CO-mediators and notes that mediators come h m  

all walks of life. Training consists of a fourday program that is provided in the centre, and 

continuhg education programs are o f f '  to the volunteer mediators. Educating the g e d  

public to the possibilities of mediation is another hction of the centre. 

Overall, disputants rated the program effective even if no agreement had been 

reached. Mediation was rated to be less effective in domestic communication. "Mediation 

is likely to assume a primary mle in whatever combination of public process and private 

enterprise that comprises the system of justice and codict resolution" (p. 933). 

Cox and Parsons (1992) report that according to the A m e h  Bar Association 

(Kestner & Wood, 1988), mediation lends itself well to a variety of disputes encouterd by 

the elderly. As a resuit of this, %e University of Denver institute of Gerontology sporisod 

the senior-to-senior mechation senrice (SSMS) project" (p. 420). Elderly volunteers were 

trainai as mediators. The authors report that during the first nhe months, the &ce 



received seventy nferrals. Volunteer mediators worked in t e m .  The program was so 

successfid thaî a permanent program is beiag developed ay a "Uot-forMt agency" (p. 422). 

Nelson and Sharp (1995) describeci "Roject Helping Hand," where volunteer 

mediators assisted people in housing disputes. The authors report that the project worked 

as prevention to people becoming homeless. In Boulder, Colorado, community mediation 

services are provided to low-income families by volunteer mediators. The s e ~ c e  has two 

pr08ram~, whkh are hded by the city and specifically address f d y  issues: youth services, 

divorce and child-cwtody mediation. The youth services program is not limited to low- 

income participants. Volunteer mediators are trained accordingly. The successfid mediation 

&ce is because of a united effort by the city, courts, lawyers, private mediators, legal 

services and non-profit agencies (Coates and Damas, 1997). 

The Deparmient of Justice (1998) for the province of Nova Scotia designed a 

program of Restorative Justice; in this program, victims of crime have a chance to be heard. 

They can take part in the system, as with the victimfoffender reconciliation mediation 

pro- that are established. Offenders are king held accountable for their offence and 

must leam to take responsibility for their actions. Through this program, opportunities for 

restitution and reconciliation are beconhg a possibility. 

A framework of the restorative justice program that is presented lists as its p h ~  

goal a reduction in recidivism as weU as increasing the victims' satisfaction with the justice 

system. The community is to play an important role witbin this program. In the p t  the 

focus was on punishment by a process that aiienated people. This new focus aims at 



teconcWon, where the debt is owed to the victim and the community. Mediation plays an 

important part in this restorative justice program. 

Wüliams (1997), in a critique on Bush and Folger's (1994) The Promise of 

Mediatiort, that pmblern-solving mediation is inevitably directive, argues: "Let us not forget 

... that meciiation is a profession, and that, like ariy other profession, it requires ski11 and 

dedication" (p. 150). Williams looks at the client-mediator contract and says that the client 

cornes with a specific reqwst, and the mediator will ûy to help the client get an answer to 

that. 

Within the commercial sphere, Alternate Dispute Resolution is seen as "A more 

consensual approach to problem solving" (Emond, 1989, p. 3). A pmcess that is less 

expensive but also more accessible. %DR âoes not argue that courts be replaced, rather that 

all processes have some contribution to make to resolving (or avoiding) disputes" (p. 24). 

Adjudication excludes participation and looks at issues in terms of yes or no and nght 

or wrong. Participation is seen as a dynamic feature of the process in Alternate Dispute 

Resolution forms. The Conciiiator is seen as a passive third party who functions as a 

facilitatm in overcoming barriers to a way of agreement. The Mediitor-is seen as an actiw 

third party, one that assists in the coming to an agreement. The mediation process in 

cornmerciai dispute remlution consists of five tasks; (1) agreement to mediating, (2) 

understanding the problem(s), (3) generating options, (4) reaching agreement, (5) 



implementing agreement. The confidentiality "without prejudice" privilege in mediation bas 

been upheld in two leading Canadian cases (Emond, 1989, cited p. 48,49). 

The workplace is also using mediation as a model to resolve disputes. However 

mediation as a process conüoiled by the disputants takes a shift here. W i t h  the manaperial 

mdel, the disputants are ielated to as 'subotdinates' anci managerial control is driving the 

resolution process. Mediation is seen as an active strategy, and Elangovan (1995) presents 

a list of, Managerial Dispute-Intervention Strategies. The five strategies thus presented are: 

Means, End, Low, Full and Part control strategies. The concept of a successful intervention 

is defined as one in which (1) the issues are fully addressed to produce a settlement 

consistent with 0rgani;rational objectives, (2) the resolution is tirnely, and (3) the disputants 

are committed to the resolution. The article lists a decision-climbing ûee to assist the 

manager in the selection of the appropriate strategy. Rules that underlie the model and need 

to be taken into consideration prior to selection of intervention strategy are described by 

Eloangovan as; (1) dispute-importance, (2) time-pressure, (3) the nature of dispute, (4) the 

nature of relations, (5) cornmitment-pbability, (6) disputantiirientation and, (7) the Monty 

d e .  

Family mediation has become a large field and, as mentioned before, has developed 

into the professional body of ''The Academy of Family Mediators". The process of 

mediation has been adapted to assist parties in their family conflicts. Most codicts 

mediated by family mediators appear to be dealing with s e p d o n  and or divorce. Coulson 

(1996) notes that, "[a] f d y  mediator's primary responsibility is to persuade people to 

commit themselves to a practicaî and enduring arrangement for their fcuture, whaî the 



Academy of F a d y  Mediators cails an 'informeci and voluntary settlement' " (p. 141). 

Separation and divorce mediation practices found their origin in an innovation by O. J. 

Coogler, who developed a mode1 of sh~ctured mediotion (Coulson, 1996; Grebe, 1994). 

Taylor (1994) provides an opinion on the training and skill requkments for family 

mediators. The proposai presented caiis for extensive training and notes that %ere is more 

than one knowledge base we need to master)' (p. 81). Taylor views education in (1) 

mediation, codict resolution, d negotiation pmesses, (2) legal and financial howledge 

and processes, (3) aduit, child, and f d y  developrnent (historical, normal, and assessment) 

and, (4) helping professional skills (communications, interviewing, referral, case 

management, coliaboration with other professionals, and strategic case planning) as the four 

foudations which are needed by family mediators to provide an effective and competent 

s e ~ c e .  

Wiseman (1990) provides another focus of mediation, by using mediation techniques 

in the therapeutic field. She diffmntiates mediation therapy h m  couple therapy or marriage 

counselling as having a specinc, n m w  goal, assisting people with their decision-making 

skills. "People in mediation therapy are given instruction, often for the first t h e  in their 

lives, in the art and science of assertiveness, communication, negotiation, aad decision 

making" @. 42). The therapy is based on twenty rational structures, which are interwoven 

with educational and sensory structures. "The business of mediation therapy is to help 

people becorne aware of the many cues a W y  avaiiable to hem, inclwüng those within 

theù bodies" @. 91). The therapy is also usefbl for couples who want to make decisions 



about whether or not to live together or to get married. It helps people idenw their needs 

and wants rather than what they think they should do (Wiseman, 1990). 

I have found that in parent-adolescent conflicts, W y  therapy techniques are 

oflen useful for unblocking or uncove~g  and extemalhg entrenched 

interactional pattern. 1 believe farnily mediation may be considered as 

another ' ~ d o w  in" to a farnily, which can assist them to change. 1 would 

argue that family mediators benefit highiy from the use of farnily therapy 

techniques and that family therapists are well served by mediation as a 

particular stnictured, fmused, problem-solvhg method (Favaloro, 1 998, p. 

107). 

The similarities between mediation and therapy are multiple and at times this may 

becorne a gray area. Favaloro (1998) looks at the differences and similtuities of mediation 

and some therapeutic strategies and in particular mentions the solution-foçused brief therapy 

and the Milan therapy. 

Summary: 

The above-presented literature review is but a fraction of an extensive body of 

excellent research that is available. The material presented is to give the reader a sampling 

of the work and to present an o v d e w  of the Merent pathways that are emerging in 

mediation. 

Mediation as is show has ken an integrai part of various cultures to maintain 

continued communication and relationship between people. In our Western culture, 



mediation has ken adapted to meet a variety of needs. Peer-mediation pmgrams in schools 

are taking hold and appear to be successful in educating young people in how to manage th& 

conflicts in a pductive mannet. 

ConDict management in the adult world seems to be taking two Merent directions. 

Community mediation program are assisting people to manage their owa conflicts, which 

empowers them. At the same tirne, mediation is promoted as a profession in which the 

mediator is the expert. Debates about the mediator's education, how much education and 

what type of ducation, me muent in the literature. In this sense it is the mediator's role 

that has been under investigation in the research. 

"Participants in a contlict need skills and orientations similar to those of a skilled 

mediator if they ere to develop constructive solutions to th& codicts" @eutsch, 1993). 

Participants' voices in the rnediation process, however, are noticeably absent in the litmature. 

Pastorino (1997) has started to change this trend by giving voice to adolescent disputants in 

his d y .  In aaother fonnat, mediation has been developed into a therapeutic twl that is 

used in instructing people in awareness and effective decision making. 



Chapter UI 

METSODOLOGY AND METHODS 

Nor al1 co11sciotlsness is kiowledge, but al1 knowing consciourness ccn be 

knowledge on& of its object. 

- Jean Paul Sartre 

Methodology: 

This study is qualitative in nature and utilizes a phenomenological approach. One 

of the five feahires of qualitative research as defined by Bogdan and Biklen (1992) is that 

qualitative research is more concemed with process than outcome or product. The 

participants' experiences can be understood in developmental t e m ,  over the course of a 

lifetime or during a brief period of time. "By learning the perspectives of the participants, 

qualitative research illuminates the inner dynamics of situations- dynamics that are often 

invisible to the outsider" (p. 32). These authors also state that "[rlesearchers in the 

phenomenological mode attempt to understand the meaning of events and interactions to 

ordinary people in poirticdar situations" (p. 34). 

Van Manen (1990) describes phenomenological study as 'Lthe study of the Meworld 

... it aims at gainhg a deeper understanding of the nature or meaning of our everyday 

experiences" (p. 9). 

When m g  to gain understanding of the lifeworld of each other b u @  

communkative action, Habermas (19%) notes that this action is circular. 



The actor sta~ds faoe to face with the sihiatonal relevant segment of the Mie 

world that imphges on him as a problem, a problem he must resolve through 

his own efforts. But in another sense, the actor is d e d  or supported fiom 

behind, as  it were, by a lifeworld that not only forms the context for the 

process of reacbing understanding but also fiirriishes resources for it. The 

shmd lifeworld offers a storehouse of unquestioned cultural givens from 

which those participating in communication draw agreed-upon patterns of 

interpretation for use of their interpretive efforts (p. 135). 

A similar view is expressed by Sch~tz', "orld-taken-for-granted". He argues that 

the individual denves a world view in much the same way as hidher social roles and identity 

are derived, which, as he notes, are predefined by their society (Berger, 1963; Holstein and 

Guium, 1994). The argument then is that we assume that our view of the world is 

experienced is a simila, way by the 0 t h .  We take our subjectivity for granted and therefore, 

we can undemtand each other. 

The philosophy of Edmund Husserl (1 970) is that the interaction between perception 

and interpretation is not passive in nature but that our conscious mind is actively involved 

in the construction of our experiences. This philosophy is used by Schutz as a foundation 

of his theory that an individual approaches the lifeworld with a stock of knowledge which 

is composed of cornmon sense constructs and categories that are social in origlli. 

Dewey (1967) similady describes perception as a form of "Knowledge of achrallly 

present pwticuïar things or events. The object of the perceiving activity of mind is, in 

ordinary phrase, 'the world of the serises' "(p. 139). He continues by saying that the world 



of perception is an extenial world of things (objects) and appean independent from 

htelligenoe. 'The world appears to be independent of the intelligence: the latter has oniy to 

open its sens~~y organs and let the world teport itseif in consciousness" (p. 139). Therefore, 

he argues, perception is objective and is opposed to thinking. The mind appears internai and 

for it to exist depends on intelligence, which is subjective. The externai or objective world 

is taken in by the senses and then submitted to the intemal or subjective world for processing, 

where meaning is described according to the objects. 

Perception may be defined as the act in which the presented sensuous data are 

made symbols or signs of all other sensations which might be experienced 

fiom the same object, and thus are given meaning, whiie they are uniped by 

being comected in one wholeaess of meaning, and made definite by king 

discriminated fiom d l  mental contents possessing different meaning. The 

Uliity of a perceived object expresses the fact that it has been grasped together 

in one act of mind; its @cular character expresses the f& that this same act 

has separated it fiom all other acts of mind. An object, in short, is the 

objectified interpreting activity of intelligence (Dewey, 1 967, p. 1 4 1 - 1 42). 

Van Manen (1990) views Phenomenology as the science of interpretation of lived 

experiences by lookiag for the meaning of that experience. The work is always recoilective, 

and since the moment of first experience has passed, it is aiready lived through. The 

recoiiection of the Iived experîence is kough reflection and the experience is then 

reconstructeâ. The tesearcher's task is to attempt "Co coastnrt a possible interpretation of 

the nature of a certain hunüm eXpenencey' (p. 41) by esking simple questions such as, '%haî 

41 



is it like to have a certain experiencey' (p. 45). Phenomenology looks for the meaning of the 

experience, 

the problem is that our "cornmon sense" pre-understandings, our 

suppositions, assumptiom, and the existing M e s  of scientific knowledge, 

predispose us to interpret the nature of the phenornenon before we have even 

corne to gr@ with the signifïcance of the phenomenologîcal question @. 46). 

It is important, Van Manen says, to stay foçused on the onginal question, when 

asking this question of what is it like? He dds that to investigate sornething, the investigator 

needs to "live" the questio~i to have it come h m  the heart. 

Phenomenological study does interpret the meaning of the event. De& (1992) 

notes that: 

Interpretaîion is a productive pmcess that sets forth multiple meanings of an 

event, object, experience or text. Interpretation is transformative. It 

iiiuminates, throws îight on experience. It brings out and redefines, as when 

butter is clarifïeâ, the meanings that can be sifkd fkom a tex& an object, or a 

slice of experience @. 504). 

Method: 

To conduct a sndy which provides the perspectives of participants who have 

pattîcipateâ in a m e d i a h  process, the me- of data collection is through face to face 

interviews. 



The rneckion pnicess provides confidentiality to the people who access this service. 

In order to find amdidates williiig to participate in this study, the proctss of contacting 

participants must be through the mediators to ensuie the continued confidentiality for the 

people and integrity to the mediation process. For this purpose 1 have contacted mediators 

for assistance in this venture, with a request to approach their clients. 

Contacts are established thugh: Vailey Community Mediation Society in Wolfville; 

John D. Hill, Q.C. and Jean DeWolfe, L.L.B. who make use of mediation in their law 

p1"8~ti~; Kentvüle Family Court Mediation Services; Valley Youth Alternatives (Victim- 

Offender Mediation); AMS Family Mediation Services and Dartmouth Family Court. 

Those contacts who are able and/or willing to assist Ui approaching prospective 

participants are provided with a letter to the prospective paxticipaat (Appendix A), with a 

request for participation. This letter provides the prospective participant with the purpose 

and method of this study and a means to contact the researcher. Confidentiality is thus 

maintained and leaves the participant a fiee choice of participation. 

The number of participants for this study is entirely dependent on the availability of 

w i h g  participants and as such is a convenience sarnple. 

To ensure the feasibitity of this study and to help c l m  problem areas, a pilot projeçt 

was conducted. The fernale participant used in this pilot temains in the study. Evenhial 

selection of the participants was based on access to participants, which was very difncult. 

Prior to this saidy, 1 was aquainted with two of the participants. They leamed about 

the shidy and o f f i  to be participauts in this pject .  I did not have prior knowledge about 

their mediations. The thirâ informant was a fiiend of one of these two participants and 



expressed the desire to participate in this study. ûnly one of the people that mediators 

approached agreed to participate, and gave permission to be contacted. 

When contact with a participant was established, a time and date convenient to both 

participant and myself were set to conduct the interview. The thne of the interviews was 

approximately one to two hours in length. The interviews did not require much t h e  because 

the participants were very wilihg to tell their stories. It also must be kept in mind that the 

actual medietions are short-term events, which in these cases lasted approximately three to 

five hours. Provisions for the possibility of a follow-up interview(s) if deemed necessary, 

were made. 

Two of the in te~ews  were conducted at my home, as this was convenient to the 

participants. niese in te~ews  were conducted in a quiet room without interruptions. The 

other two interviews took place at each participant's residence. The participants were 

relaxai in their own atmosphere and there was very little to distract them during the 

intewiew. 

Prior to the interview, participants were assured of continued confidentiaiity and 

anonymity, for al1 parties, by use of pseudonyms. During the interviews the tape recorder 

was in fùii view and participants were told that if at any time during the interview they 

requested the tape be stoppeci, this wouid be done. 

The interviews were conducted in an open-ended conversationd style, where the 

major focus was on the participant's experience in mediation. During the in te~ews  littie 

questionhg was needed; my task as the researcher was to keep the participants focused on 



the prooess rather than on theù confiict. However, a list of questions to guide the interview 

was p r e p d  to assist in the interview (Appendix B). 

The intenkws were conducted in a conversational manner. Each participant was 

invited to taik about his or her mediation. At the beginning of the inteniew, I asked each 

participant to begin by talking about who initiated the mediation, how the mediator was 

chosen and what brought them to mediation. During the interview the participant taked 

about the actuai conflict that resulted in mediation. The actual confiict is not of relevance 

to this snidy; however, the participant's story of the conflict is relevant to the mediation 

process as experienced by the participant. 

My mle of the researcher durhg the interview was that of conversational partner. 

M e n  the participant departeci h m  the topic, 1 would then steer the conversation back to the 

topic of the mediation. Al1 participants talked comfortably about their experience and 

needed very little encouragement. 

Participants were infonned that the tape recording of the in te~ews  wouid be 

destroyed after the tape had been transcribed. As the researcher, I personally transcribed the 

taped recordings of the intedews. 

Each participant has been given the opportunity to review a copy of the transcript of 

their interview and make changes if helshe wishes to do so. Three of the participants did 

review their transcripts; one person did not feel this was needed. 

Although assistance was given to the mearcher by various contact pasom, she was 

also informed by a Family Court mediaîor than the Department of Justice bas not yet denned 

the process, and that the mediaîor works with the input h m  a judge. The agreements 



reached within this system are legally binding contracts, and the mediators felt that they were 

not at liberty to ask the clients if they wished to participate in a study, without judicial 

permission. 

Data Anaipis: 

Individual stories of mediation Wül be reconstructed in the participants' own worâs 

and presented to the reader. By using direct quotes fiom the ûanscripts, the participants' 

voices will be a formal part of this study. 

Transcripts will be anaiyzed by reading and re-reading the transcnpts. By using this 

process questions emerge. Looking backwards at the mediation the question tbat first anise 

was, "What is Mixent at the end of the rnediation complired with the beginiiing?'' in ûying 

to h d  an answer to this question the first theme was uncovered. Subsequent questions 

following h m  this are: "How did this happen, what happened?" The researcher tries to 

discover areas of similarity and or diffetence within the stories of these mediations. When 

related themes are discovered and extracted fiom the stories they will be identified and 

presented in a analyticai format for interpretation of their content. The presented material 

will be interpretive in nature. 

Following analysis of the materiai, the researcher will present it in a discussion 

chapter to examine the îïndings ofthis research, and how it relates to the esîablished research 

MY* 



The actual sample of participants is small because of diniculties in hding 

participants. However, 1 found thst because of the lack of this type of study in the field of 

mediation, it is important to present the material that was available. 



THE PARTICIPANTS 

Uierstunding har memring only f i t  is consciotlsness of understanding. 

- Jean Paul Sartre 

The data presented in this chapter are taken directly fiom the interview transcripts. 

The data are presented in the participants' own words. The material has been tearrangeci, 

presenting the participants' experiences in a sequentid manner, to give the reader the 

individual Stones of mediation as expenenced by the participants. Each rnediation story is 

introduced with a brief outline of the problem that brought the participants to mediation, 

followed by the participant's story, with some interpretive sentences to provide continuity 

to the story. 

It is important for the reader to keep in mind that these stories are told by one person 

in a mediation situation and, as such, the presented material is h m  that one viewpoint. 

During the interviews, details pertaining to each individual conflict were revealed 

which are not included b u s e  they were not deemed pertinent to the mediation process by 

the researcher, and wodd breech the participant's anonymity. The names of places and 

petsons involved have b e n  dtered to provide continu4 anonymity for the phcipmts and 

others involved in the stories. 



Am and her partna M- had agreed to a legal separation with a chance of 

r e c ~ i i c ~ o n .  AM wanted M- to be out on his own looking a h  WIf, dealing with his 

problem, and doing what he needed to do with his We. M- had agreed to this and had 

accepted his share of monies fiom the residence for this 

What brought them to mediation was the nonîompliance with some of the terms that 

the couple M agmd to in a legal separation agreement ûne of the temis stipulated in the 

agreement was a tirne h e  as to when M- would move out of the residence. The pmblem 

=ose when, three months past the agreed date, M- had not moved nor had he made any 

effort in thet direction. This was especidy problematic b u s e  of some other stressful 

events that took place during that tirne in Ann's life, which added to the stress she 

experienced. Ann had heard about mediation h m  her partnefs counsellor, and she also 

knew about peer mediation in the schools. 

Ann callad the counselior and requesfed to work with them as a team using mediation 

as she felt that: 

I cou1dr1't get through to M- on my own. I fet  something had to be 

done, with someone thut M- wouldfecl safi with and that I wouldjëel ssofe 

with too because we were not getting ïmywhere in talkmg to one another and, 

so Ifelr it wodd be a wypusiîive experience. I thught this Is someone M- 

krows d t?uü hm workid with us already. He h w s  the situation. It was 

fiee. I f e t  that this war a step between he and I discusing it and getting 

nowhere or geîîing a cowt to enfrce if. I had no money to go to cowt. 



Afkr a pre-mediaiion interview with the mediator, Ami says that a lot of her anger 

had dissipated. 

I@ supporte4 mcd 1 '  that something was going to happa Jurr knowihg 

that there was going to be some action. 

Going to the mediation session, Am describes her feelings as: 

I f e t  O little bit, when I went there jht ,  tiha the mediator may side 

with M- becme he h d  been 115's counsellor /or two years. I was a bit 

appreheenîi that wuy. Becmrse I thoughr ifkG was not going to agree that 

muybe :he mediator rnay side with him. I wasfeeling a littk bit scared of 

how M- might react. So l had a little bit offar.  I also fet I had support. 

In the a c t d  medicrion, I was feeling very sad Especially when you 

see a person that you liwd with mrd loved wng thete, in the oflce with you 

You think, why can't we work this out? Here we me, we me both so sad 

about whar is happening and here we are sining with the mediator Qing to 

figure out yet another way to end if. 

I also felt very empowered I mess because I knew something was 

going to huppen, Because the rnediutor agreed to do it and M- agreed to 

corne. 

AM identifies the parts of the mediation that were most helpful to her in working 

towatâ an agreement as: 

The part that he l ' d  was that we W ta neutral person. The 

facilitution of co~~yersation, with the rules. Sirnpb by facilitating our 



conversation, by listening unà sqing and repeating. To redèfine if if had 

been hetard in a d@erent woy. CZar~@ng, "1s that what you meant" or 

" Would you soy you me happy with tht definition?" I think those things 

me very hehful. We were not yelling at one another, it was culm, we were 

taking turns we were respectfirl. 

The feu she had felt at the beginning of the process, 

Became less ai time went on. I stmted realizing that some things 

were going niy way. Because by the time we got through number one I was 

alreadyfeling better. I could see that A& war not going to argue orjight 

and that helped me to relm. 

Ana had brought a list of t h @ ,  as she had ken  adviseci to do in the pre-mediation, 

which she wanted to have resolved. 

I had seven or eight things and M- did nut h e  any. And I thought 

the fact t h  M- came there without any requests or any neeak, war a sign 

that he was ready to talk or a sign that he was acting victimized or a sign 

that he war feeling powerless or whatever. M- amered in a wqy t h  

cooperated with whatever my request war. And then when I lefl there Ifet, 

oh ... I got everything thut I wanted M- did not have uny needr on his list 

or wants. But I stillfelt that M- was nut hqpy with the decisim 

She said that they had been through a lot of couaselling to try to gain a better 

iniâerstanâing of each other and biat haci not w o & d  The mediation was more like business 

AM said that she felt good because she got everything she d e d .  



I f e t  empered  for SuTe, like gmd that something was finall'y going 

to happefi Icun s t . e l i n g  not so angry. Because now I haw a time fiame 

and I ktmv that things me really going to happen, beeuuse I knew he would 

not let the mediator down. 

It was not t h t  M- was not going to let me down, he would not let 

the mediator down. And I am sure that in his heurt he felt t h  these were the 

right things to do under the circmstances. 

Ifolt sutisped t h  I had support in saying what I needed to say and 

I had support in being heard. Thar part Ifelt vety satisfied with. But I did 

notfeel that mypmtner was satisfied with the choices. Ifilt he was going 

through the motions and putting on a powerless~e. I&k that he acted l i k  

he had been victimized. 

Mer the mediation Ann said: 

1 did not fiel let down by the mediator, but Ifeel let down by my 

parrner. When we lep, k said "So ym got pur own way. " A& did not say 

how he really PZt. 1 wanted him to tell the mediator how he was really 

jkeling about this. Cheated and disrespected and kicked out and 

maniplated He hd told me all about these things, but did not voice that at 

al1 w ith the mediator. I don 't feel that M- had respect fir me. 

M- hod a lot of respect for the mediator and I think I had that 

worùing in my fawn as well. Had it not been soineone that we kiew it, nay 

not huve been that eîasyjhr me, I j w t  feel that he worrld have not respected 



the porsons qud@catioonr. or sinceriîy or position ifhe had not worked with 

him. 

There wm no more talk about those issues. They had been resolwd 

we h d  some abtes set, things huppned Everything M- ugreed to 

m n e d  ûw talk did mt change becme of medimon, we haw just grown 

to respect one another more thun we did dwing that very angry time. 

A m  said she felt cornfortable and safe with the mediator. She said that mediation 

was workhg because of the neutrai stand of the mediator. Asked if she @ed anything h m  

the mediation she replied that she had not because the mediation had been short tenn 

Asked if she wouid Like to have seen anything difEerent, and if so what, she said; 

I would have liked M- to give me an argument. Becuuse he had 

lived there month pmt the dare thut he was to be out. And he had lots of 

arguments with me, but had no arguments ut the mediution I wouid have 

liked him to present his mgunent during mediiatioa I thought he was going 

to retaliate and I thought that maybe we could really corne to an 

understanding. about the way he was feeling. But I mn sure he lep three 

years ugo with those same feelings thut he had ut home. 

AM noted that this was very different than taking to a fiiend. She said she had 

taiked many times with fiiends about this and thaî did relieve a lot of her anger, ôecause she 

said fiiends sided with her but it did not change anything. 



BriM 

Brian and his partner S- were in the process of divorciag. They did try mamage 

counsehg before 8mving ai this point; however, Brian says that S- refuseâ to go to any 

more counselling. He said, " We were in a negative position. " 

Brian reflects that once he found tbat the divorce was going to take place, his major 

concem was to get through this wïth a clear conscience. Bnan was guided in this by his 

graudmother's words: 

You cunnot afford to buy a clear conscience, you don 't have enough money. 

Ifyw go through li$e with a clew conscience on anyrhing you have dune, 

then you have done something right. 

The mmiage couriseilor had suggested mediation as a way to proceed if separation 

or divorce was the course of action to follow. Mediation was suggested as a meam for 

property d e m e n t  and division of assets to avoid the major legal expense of court action. 

Brian had worked in law enforcement and had seen the negaiive e f f i  of going through the 

divorce courts. He hoped to avoid this route by using mediation. 

Mediation itselfwas a brighter alternative. Ifelt anything else was 

worth a wfnst. It wm opsitive more than a negatn,e, it lshmved a possible 

solution to the problem without the addirve expenses of leguifies und the 

destruction that sornetimes divorce courts cause. 

Brian wanted to use mediation and suggested this to S-. 

When Ifirst suggested it to ny w@ she was against it, she had 

wmted to go for the courts. &ce I explaiined to her, w h t  mediution war 



and how it couldpossibly srne up a lot of legal costs? she ugreed to go and 

give it a hy. 

Brian subsequently called the counseiior with the request for mediation. Brian and 

S- went to a short pre-mediation meeting and set up an appointment. Brian said that a f k  

the pre-dation meeting, 

I went home immediately and I did a room-tu-ruom seorch of 

everyrhing in the h m e  and listed everything. I then look the preparction of 

making three copies, my intention was one@ the mediator, one* myself 

and one /or my wife. I listed everyrhngfiom spoon right up to the Iurgest 

item, including finoncial arsets that I was mare of; and bunk accounts, 

everything. 

I félt cautiously optimistic, that the outstanding issues might be 

resolved. Ijèel that ifsorneone is uring 'common sense' und can offer an 

intelligent route to follow I am willing to listen Again I m& up my own 

min4 but I thought it is worth a try. 

On the date of the mediation, Brian and his wife S-traveled together to where the 

mediation was to take place. 

We &me the approximately 45 miles in niy vehicle and not u word 

waî spokn. We were both extremeb stressed when we arrived t h e .  I think 

the mediatot sensed t h .  The mediator sepmcted us quite conricderably, he 

made sure we were both Sitting in a position of neutraliîy almost. I was not 

allowed to stand up, I h d  to sit dmn, so did she. Once it was explained to 



me thut the mediators' role was a neuirol position anà making sure th& 

everyrhng stayed there, I understood where he war comingfiom. A matter 

of fact it probably relmed me more. 

The mediutor told us what he wanted to do. ny wife was a little 

reluctmt becawe she did not know everything we had. I then produced the 

lists and ut that time she became very defenrive. The mediator very quickly 

pointed out the benejts of thrirfor both of W. We then tookthis list and with 

the mediator we agreed on seporution of al1 the item, putting our initials by 

each item that we were to get. 

I remember a feeling ... it had to be fair not only to her but also to 

me. So a certain umount of anxiety over the fact t h t  once a decision was 

d e  it wasfinal. You have the@ of saying or doing something thut upset 

my wife. I wanted to make sure that I came across as beingfor but also 

wanted to come across as beingflnn. I was not there to cume uheud of the 

game. As long as I could see that I was treated relatively jàir, I was happy* 

The main concern Iw was with this fmily heirlom (hm Brian's 

Grandmother) she wanted to keep possession of: Thal was the one point, 

which I was admant on. It made me knid of ungry in a wqy, because I/elr 

it war an action of greed on my wfe e's pmr. And I also felt that it was 

probably being used as a p n  to get more too. That sort of made me m m  

a bit too. 



Brian said he, surprisingiy, was able to conttol his anger, but he said during the 

session S- had called an end to the mediation. That and the issue about the heirloorn 

brought them several times to caucus He said that the mediator praised him for controlluig 

bis temper but dso remindeâ him of the consequences if he lost it. Brian recaiIs that the 

mediator pointed out these were items that they were talking about. They were just thuigs 

and that they stuod more to lose if they had to go thugh a costly court proceeding. He also 

pointed to the effect this rnight have on their children. 

We did go into c a u w  over this heirloom business for one thing. 

Thar was necessmy for both me und my also my wife. I think it is a motter 

of the mediutors advice that he gave to me in the caucus and the things thot 

he pointed out is sort of like a slap side to the face with common sense. II  is 

very eas, to loose pack of common sense when you 're involved in fumiiy 

heitlooms, things you have workedfôr fipeen yems, men& thirty years, al1 

your life even orid I think the mediator put me back on pack as to what the 

reul picture was. 

This war al1 done in one session. It was a vey intense session and 

quite lengthy (three hours). I think it was the last cauw, he suggested that 

we continue on with it, ifwe both filt up to it because he M t  that to break 

might lose the momentum we had going. We boîh agreed to it. 

Brian said that his reason for staying with the mediation was to have some closure. 

He said that walliiig away would not solve mything; 



Ifwe were able to stay andjlght it out. it would be somewhat of our 

decision A judgo would mt give us that choice and I&Zt if should be, since 

W@ and I were the ones that were together al1 those years. Our 

combination of eflorts got us what we h d  so it was up to us how we me 

going to divide il. 

Brian reports that he felt safer with every moment that passed, by the progress they 

were making, with every item they agreed on. He said that he had expected his wife to walk 

out. He also was watching the mediator closely. 

With every step that we took every agreement we made, gave me 

confidence in the possibility ofo success. The mediator was extremely 

neutral. Thar was remsuring, because he appeared thut he did not give a 

dmn whether Igot one item or another, just as long as we both were hapw- 

When we were getting towmth the end und things were leanhg more towmds 

her than towardî me, he even pointed that out. He said he did not care, he 

mude it quite clem that it war not important to him* As long as Irealized it, 

that's al2 he cared about. And he stopped quite u#en to praise us for our 

progtess. I was quite stuprised because IjUt my wfe i s  going to be adamant 

on a few things and she eventually did corne urowd. 

Brian did say that there was definiteiy a power stniggie. 

She wanted to be in confrol, she was ... she had her walZs well up, 

she said she war in charge of her own [ive cad nobot& is going to tell her 

what to do. Evety time I was going to say something that basicullj took 



power or r o n d  awtzyjiom hm, the mediator would say, "NOW Brian wait 

a second" and he w d d  @lmn the situation io both of W. I think the power 

war neutralized very quickly, on both sides. 

At al1 times we knew whar was the right way to act ami w b t  was no? 

the right way to act. The inediator really did have to mediate in some 

situations, not just aguimt my wge, I stepped out of line a few times too. 

Quite ofen he kepr the lid on things. We had to justiify our reasons. For 

inriance; the mediator would SV, '"? W y  do you fiel that you should 

have this? " rquestioneci, you have to jwnB what you are saying, it is kirut 

of hard some time ifyou have no justification. 

When I lost, it bothered me at jirst. You had to stop and sort of 

reuson with yourselfas to why she won that pmticuiar battle. 

Intempting when the other party was spealring would be dealt with at once by the 

mediator. Brian said that, 

Atfirst it would make me kind of mad that he would stop me in the 

midde of my thought. But I did not think that I was also stopping her in the 

midcae of hem. I complied of course, because those where the rules and I 

had agreed to them. Ii gave me more rime to think fir a proper attack 

bmcallly. m e n  the mediaor said let's wuit till she is thrmgIt, when she was 

tulking I w u  gathering ihoughts more so. Iprobably saved myselfa lut of 

embarrmsment. Ajier the Prst time the mediator stopped me I war glad he 



did But basi*calIy it worhd to my hantage. To think not to saying things 

Ishould not have but saying them better. 

The mediator, d o  &d me bejore he co~tcluakd the mediation, '2re 

you sure p u  c m  h e  with that, me p u  happy with whatyou agreed to. Now 

here is what if looh liike. W h t  does it look like to you? " He was basically 

d n g  ifl was willing to accept this, and I said "Yes " and I still feel to this 

&y thut I made the height decision 

A&r the mediation session was over Brian says: 

Ife& okay, I can live with this, Ium happy with this. I was sutisfled 

with thejhal result. A@ wïjk could not wait to get to the next day to get it 

ry~ed up mtd have me sign it beMe I c h g e d  my min4 so Ifelt that she fet 

quite good about if. She fell she had won I j e t  that lhad won. Aguin, like 

I say, it was nof of@-fifg deal, but it was within the limits of what I set nty 

mind to. 

The whole wqy back nd a word was said although, I did request that 

she stay clear of a specijic Zmvyer. ï b t  lawyer has a reputution of 

destroying please don 't go to thai lmvyer. 

I had agreed tu poy d l  legal fies to have the agreement drafted up, 

the whole work. And ouice thor was dune she tmk it to a lawyer to sign and 

she did not take my advice, she went to thut Iawyer and hence the two d a  

half, three year legal battle. So the mediated agreement jiom her l q e r  

came back as being totuily unacceptabIe. We proceeded going llaough the 



divorce courts. The thing whut impressed me the most about the mediation 

was thof, the divorce agreement wpr mt almost i&nticcol &aji of whar we haà 

mediated 

Brian said that a close tiiend or an untrained mediator could aot have taken us 

through this, because the emotions where too hi&. BRan said he leamed a lot from the 

mediation. He said that 

l%e mediation itsevwas the beginning of me Zooking at people a little 

dzrerent. I am nowhere nem as conjFonationa1 as I used to be. Thar you 

shouid thinA befor p u  jump to some sort of a conclusion or decision I have 

corne to appreciate the other persom ' point of view a lot more. Instead of 

snapping back and reacting, now I am more up to thinking out and respond 

Asked i f  he was surprised about bis ,  Bnan responded: 

Being arrogant, of course I was. I thought of course, 1 am s w t ,  not 

to agree with these kind of things. So I thought it 's afwqvs the other person. 

Howewr through the niediarion process, 1 understood thut I was juîr as much 

to blame as ny ex was. And 1 was jwt as unreasonable in sorne cases as she 

was. But rnediation basically kept us on the straight and nmrow. 

As I say the win-win situation was possible, but before a win-lose 

would have satisfied me, as long as I wm the winnet. I w u  ahuciys the good 

guy, but mediation also pointed out that I could be the bad guy- You how  

I could be unremonable. Any mediarion is a t e a l i ~  check ifif is done with 



yow eyes open. I have also leaned now that giving dues not necessarily 

mean losing. 

r f v u  puy c h e  attention tu what happens in the mediation process, 

it can do nothing but improve your attitude towmdr l i f .  That s o h  pretty 

prc$ound but what I am saying is, I thought I was pretty shmp and pretty 

intelligent anù on top of things, but con also see where I was wrong in a lot 

of cases, a liale too unbending on certain things. But when you do the reolity 

check, it does not hurt to bend a lirrle bit. 

In cüscussing the &ts of going through the court system, he notes that his d e  was 

happy with the mediated agreement. Brian notes that the agreement that is in place after the 

court proceedings, is "almost identical" to the mediated agreement. Brian refiects that this 

in itself is a test of the faimess of mediation that the court came up with the same diing. 

ffite 

Kate does not recd where or how she fbt heard about mediation. Kate had sought 

counseUing to fix what she thought was her problem. AAer exhaushg al1 hm remmes, she 

M y  decided to sepamte. At the time of the first mediation she was stiil living in the same 

house 4 t h  her ex-husband. Kate de&bes that the  of her life as foliows; 

1 had physical Bars of him ut that time. I've since reaiized thut they were 

probably intated by me not dealing with the physical abuse when it 

happened But I was extremek'y jêarjbl of him for some time, @er ow 

separation. Sb much so, tb t  when I did tell him I hrd a @end in the house 



ut the same time. He hud a gtm An unlicenced gun a d  I wasfëarfil of him 

wing it. And so a signflcant portion of my decision making had the flovor 

of tht .  

Kate said that her ex-husband J- suggested seeking mediation, within about a week 

after she told hirn that they were going to sepcirate. Kate agreed to rnediation because she felt 

that there were significant concems. Among other issues, how the children would cope in 

relation to the separation was au issue that needed to be addressed. 

The first experience for us war with IWO counselors, our goal was to 

have thent help us clarza whut way we would tell the children thut their 

parents were separating. There were also issues about how the separation 

would work 

Unfortunately, as so of in is the case, my ex-husband had another 

agenda. His agenda was to use that situation tu explon himselfand have 

people understand him. So ut least hau the session was spend on him 

defnding and expïaining his side of why I had decided I could not be 

married to him. So I f e t  a big chunk of it was a wute of time, as far as the 

real mediation process. 

Kate relates that the issues that came to light were J-'s addiction problems. He had 

identified the relationship problems as Kate's problem. She said, 

Incleed when Isepm<iedfiom him, he still cumidered me sick I was 

CO-deNent  d I needed a lot of help, he fet I was suffering fiom 

exhaustion. Canying the financial 1044 becme I was the major 



breadwinner. He was going to heip me through that. once I decided to 

semate. 

The mediators, it was a man and a woman tem,  helped us, they 

helped me look at the abuse issues with him. I thought I had to clmzfi that 

during the sesssion But they also clarijiedfir him thai those are big issues, 

not just o little thing that hqpened. Thol they are much hmder on a 

marriage than he realized andper?ups the fe that he was not consciously, 

completely in the matriage for a large part of the time, maybe was why he 

w u  unaware of how serious the problem might have been for me. 

They did allow us to get back on track, and Ifound it very usefil 

when they asked us to fornulate the goals of that meeting. And then we were 

able to spend some time on those partieulm goals. 

Kate had decided that she would move (for de ty  as well as practical reasons) and 

h d  a place for herself to live. She details that the main issue to be mediated, for her, was 

how the childm would relate to where she was movhg. J- kept teferring to it in a way that 

was offensive to Kate. 

It was important that the childken see that now they have îwo homes. 

And this war not just a vacation for Mom. He responded well to it 

eventually. m e  mediation process I think worked quite well in that case, 

because they allawed us to get back on truck They hemd and they were able 

to gnte him a litîle bit offeodaack But they would remind him of the stated 

funcrion of this meeting. So that made me fiel they hm, thor they were 



going to stqy with the stated a g e h  ntey also rea@med my stress of some 

of the things he tried to minimize. like they hevd ny comments and restated 

them or mked me for clcaijcation, 

Kate talcs about her feelings during that meeting, especially the power irnbalance she 

had felt in her relationship with J-. 

First I fe t  rippd offthat he wcis grandstanding md when I reaked 

they were not going to let t h t  go on forever, Ifell very sufi and reassured 

thcu they saw thatfir what it was. They hemd him, becme he was aperson 

who hod neeh to be h e d  But they were not going to let h& neecir t ak  

over the meeting. 7hey also knew that there was another side and they were 

interested in enough of the other side for me to fiel heurd I f e t  very 

champione4 Ifelt they were not specifcuZly on my side but they worked 

equal. They re-enforced me, because there h d  always been a power 

problem or a sense thut C ' s  agenda was sttonger and more important* I 

felr that I was in a safe place to be heard andget down to brus tach, over 

things that reully mattered So thar was ta good experience for me. I think it 

wos successfirl in that regard They were ulso k e n  to provide us with the 

service we h d  originully askedfir. 

Irememberjkelling my riem ifwe have to spend this much money 

this much time over those two issues. How to tell the childien and what to 

call the mother 's new home, were the two real issues that were clmjfed and 

t h t  took an how a d  a holfffour people's time. 



In reflecting on het e m e n c e ,  Kate said that the mediators did not make any 

judgements. niey just commented on the impact his bebavior had on her and the mariage. 

She said she was feehg vay  sad that she had not dealt with al that in the past. She also felt 

sad that he did not remember some of it. She had carried it as a big load; he did not deny 

anything but said he had forgotten or not realized or could not mnember the occasion. 

Still it brought up stuffI had pied to put mvay a long tirne before. In 

a wqy there is a great deal th& gets uncovered in a shortperiod of time unù 

that 's probably why it is pretty exhausting. 

They did not rem because Kate said she couid not relate to the man in the team. 

She fomd him cold and v e y  reflective. Another reason was that J- had a fiiend whom he 

thought would be a good mediator. Kate said she also knew and respected this person and 

agreed to go and see her. Kate said that she is not clear if this were actual mediation. 

We wanted assistance fiom someone on how to look ut the issues. 1 

was mostly on J- 's initiation, hhis agenda war atw4ys to fi the marriage. 

A@ agenda war to fiel safi and to fiel like I could get some energy back 

becme I was very emotionally exhatlsted Ife& IUr I was going tu dit I 

/eh fike I war so angty oU the fjlllC thuf 1 was gohg to get cancer and die* 

I d u  nof fhhk ny &@ or nrp sod codd s w v k  uny longer* 

And so I agreed to go to this mediation more to qpease him than 

reallj IwAing for assistronc. 



Kate had sought help for herselfand was trying to heal herseIf. She said that these 

meetings just took more the. She said that the pmcess is lcind of foggy. She agrees that 

these sessions were more about discovery than about ~solving issues. Kate did go to these 

sessions because, 

You see my hwband had been an addict for twenty yems probably. 

I thought it wwas a bad habit, but when I reulized that he had been an addct 

Jor twenty years, I thought I 'm gonna do whatever I con to be usefil for this 

man. Because he is the fathee of my children and I'm gonna have to deal 

with hnn for the nextfifeen years. And so I thought this process is nui 

partiedarly painfil to me and I am not leading anyboày artray, I can 

participate in it. So I did But you know, at times I remember the mediator 

saying, Vt ig truc that 1- wants to wmk on th& and you have stated you 

don 'P And thar is one of ns, concem about mediution. mat what the 

mediator says cm be vety, very powerfil. I remember a few timesjèeling 

like site implied that he was trying harder than I was. And I am nor sure she 

meant it that way, but thar is how it/elr to me. 

Kate said that at first she had felt a lot of guilt for making the decision that ended the 

maniage. At the same time, she could see some positive aspects of the sessions. 

nie mediution fet like a sqe place, I could express nryseK You kmv 

this active listening where sorneone recounts what you 've said back to you 

that worh very well with me, because then I am ves, comfortubie that they 

heard me. 



We were vety respectfur to giw euch 0 t h  & tum that worked quite 

well. A few rimes &- would interrirpt, or I would intempt, ifsomeone suid 

something blatantlj hurfil or blatanti) wrong. You knowB in ow min&. 

Part of the issue w ith telling painfil things to your partnerB in fiont 

of sorneone is that p u  see, in the person you caredfir 'sfice, their p i n  or 

sorrow or their attempt to try and not just hear you but defend or react and 

you c m  % Ijhund it. Ifind it hmd to be with when I am îrying to say i f lam 

reacting to that person 's response. So ifyou are telling a story it is much 

earier to tell it and not look at and feel the responre of the auùience. For me 

anyway. A d  the mediator allowed that. 

It a c t u a l l y ~  very fieeing and almost like a treut. 1 mean I know 

that soundsfUnnyB but I would l e m  sometimes thinking thut was a ireat, you 

knnv somebody got to hem. Somebody got to reully heur meB und I did not 

have to debute or step s i h a y s  or beg. There wm no dmicing m o u d  there 

was just saying it a d  having it actuall) h e d  So thut was ... she certainly 

provided u safe environment for tht. And then he would do the sïame and I 

would seme thaî he wcis grand standing a fair mnount of the rime. And I do 

think t h t  he fwled her. Imem he wouldpersuclcie these people that he was 

really genuinelj was very fond of me. 

Kate taiks about issues that bmught her to this point in her Me. She was left very 

confused and tired. She sought and foui  help at différent places to work on her own issws. 



So the mediation, I mwf say did not work as well over whcrr went 

wrong wifh our m i a g e ,  because we had dijjerenf agendajùr tht .  Itfilt 

less directe4 because of that. It jèZt kind oflfee Jowing und just kind of 

talking for the sak O$ Evenhrally she enabled me, as a mediutor, to tell him 

in a sofe environment thor I had made my ultimate decision. I used thor 

opportunity with her to tell him that I had decided that Icould not work on 

this mmioge and that we should be working on u divorce eventual2y. Thot 

he mighr as well understand that and move on with what he needed to do in 

his l@. So it certain& provided a sde place to do that and she was excellent 

ut trying to heip him not to be extraordinarily rude and nasty to me ut that 

tirne. 

We discussed with her as well some ofthe tenns of the sepmation 

agreement. A big stickler was mtoùy. 

Kate had discussed these issues with a lawyer and other helpers. They had told her 

that she did not stand a c h c e  to get fidi custody unless he was physicaiiy abusive or 

actively using h g s  aromd the chiidren. J- had never beai abusive to the children and had 

every nght to at least joint custody. Kate herseif describes J- as a lovhg father who adores 

his children. She did, however, want to be able to protect her children- 

Anyway, because I wm featjùl plus I really hate fighting. His 

nianiplative controlling stufl was primmily with me. He was never 

demeaning to the Ai&. He was never physical& abwive to the Ri&- So I 

thought that they deserved hirn in their Intes, so I thought this joint cilstody 



war qpropriate. h4) bbigfem was what ifhe stmts uring agoin or what ifI 

stwted to see numipulutive behavior to the chiklien? So I wunted toput in 

the sepmaHon agreement an @thvit. And he ... it 022 gets juggled ifyou 

do thar then he war going to write un afldwit. I had been tuZd I w u  not 

competent, in linle wqys for so long, I wa~fearfu2 that ... you know. 

So I agreed to this joint custody, but when we were actua2ly writing 

up the sepation agreement, Ifelt that I needed some power. I thought I 

need some way to have more contd over where they vend their rinie, ifhe 

shodd become that way again. We did go in to discurs a22 this stufwith her 

and thai was usefil. Ifelt she championed my cause. 

Kate said that J- agrred to diet but that she still felt ber children were wt protected, 

she said she changed the wording again and took it to a lawyer who advised her to stipulate 

her reasons. ûthewise a judge rnight perceive her as just power hungry. She was told that 

she could not expect the court to provide protection unless she gave a reason. She did 

change the wording to iaclude the addiction problem. J- did not like this and did not see 

a need for that. Again he mmote the agreement, but Kate felt that she at least had the most 

important aspects documented. 

It hm been donunented that he wos O reg& user und he 

achowledged it war a problem. So he took out the manipulutive behuviot 

mid I thoughr no, if's the [ h g /  use t h  I am interested in, becuuse t h t  

explains a lot. Ifri judge is on t k  bal1 or has mry knowledge of additions, 

he shodd realke the scemo  that gues with thut. W's of concern as well. 



And he a p e d  to sign the heeepmtion agreement and divorce that @es me 

ultimate say over the childien's schedirling. & I compromised signijicantly 

on that. And she did ... no we did not go back to her again. We tn*ed once 

and it did not work ut all. 

It worked in one regard: he becme his old self: Accusing you know 

in fiont of her. She achwledged that it war disrespecrful and t h  she did 

not expect me toput up with thut. 

It was dejnitely usefil to ask her help with the settlement issues. And 

how the custody would work 

Asked i f  there were anything that she would like to have seen cWerent in the 

mediation and what she responded by saying: 

I wish I had been more well, to start with, I think if1 had been able 

to operate with less fear, 1 would have been Iess stressed by it all. The 

jinancial cost of mediation is so high that you fiel you have to Save if. In 

some ways it war such a safe place to be, ii could have been used more. Cost 

and time are always factors. 

Kate said she felt d e ;  however, at the same t h e  she felt that she could not 

completely trust the mediator's style. Kate identified that as the difference between artistic 

and science based people. She said she was a littie more black and white. 

Piri of me is a little dishustfirl. 1 am a bit distrzrsiful ofpeople who 

have such a broad background that they cm use jargon that sornetimes 

souradî l i k  it iaderstamh. But I was ut ri stage that Ijusî wmted to stop the 



W s s .  Stop the abure. stop the manipIation, stop t h  hurt that Ifet. 

And the mediiation pmcess did mt always allow t h  becaure, she hm tu wdk 

thut balance between not oflending him. 

In respect to ihis I asked Kate how she felt about the mediator's position - did she 

feel it had been neutral? 

No, I think they bend over a little rnorefir & becme he was likely 

too bold fthere was any sign ofjdgement. I think that she did lean towmdr 

representing his need more than mine. yeah. Part of me is o k q  with thot, 

becme  I do think his needs are greater than mine in that. 

When asked i f  she would consider mediation again if she were to have a dispute, 

Kate specified that it wouid depend on the relationsbip she had with the individuai. She said 

with her children and siblings she wouid consider it. She added: 

I f t  nt~ttered a lot and IBlt that there war a potential for that person 

to really want to see the other side, then Iprobably would %ut I have a lot 

more "cut y- losses" p i l o sop .  People don 2 really change. It dependr 

on the issue. 

The most important part of the process for Kate was, she said, 

The counsellot 's crbility to hem whut and to acknowledge that they 

have heard what has been said And to giw equal opportunities for both 

people to be heard. When Ifell that they defnded me in my right to be 

outraged by his behavior, those were siunnittg moments. 



Kaîe said that it was valuable to leam that there is a d e  place you can go. That 

listening to someone else's point of view in that kind of a d e  aivironment means you won? 

be talked d o m  to or persuadeci or buiiied. She also expressed some concems she had, in 

pouticular what the result would be if one person is a poor commuaicator and the other 

person is a great communicator. She reflected that mediation, 

Is only ar good as the medioror is. Su it depends a grear deal on the 

commmication skills and the experience of the mediator. gthe mediafor re- 

enBrces something the manipuIative person soys or dues, tthai is very 

powerjûl to me. Thor would mate me feel smaller andganged upon Thar's 

when I go back to those comments where she said, V'- b rigliit, y w  

Meniion n m  wm to work on th& rmucjoge, J- is the one whu wants to 

w k  on th& matriage" as well as mtother comsellor 's cornmen4 &You mry 

have lep thk tw long.." Those me weighted comments to me and they made 

me feel or I did respond to those with feeling guilt. He is hying hmder than 

you are and you did not do whar you should have done in the first place. 

Fred 

Fred leamed about mediation h m  his partner, who suggested this as an option to 

resolve the problems he was experiencing with his ex-wife. 

He felt somewhat apprehensive making the decision to go to mediation because he 

said, " I am not u person thut reolly likes to go to other people with their problems ". He 



considerrd that there w m  not that many options available and decided this to be the best 

course of action. The other option he saw was to go to court. 

Fnd and his ex-wife had been ~epat8ted for more than five years at the tirne. They 

did have a child and the coacems he had were r e g d g  the welfare of his chiid. Fred said 

that he and his ex-wifie had always had a stormy and volatile relationship. 

He caiied the mediator for an appointment. Fred did not know the mediator and 

neither did his ex-wife. He did not consider talking to someone he did not know to be a 

problem. He said, 

I had been used to the idea already, because we had been sepmuted 

for five years. I had alreae dealt with al1 those feelings of rejecrion and 

whatever. I wanted to resolve this thingfor my [child] more than anything 

else. 1 wus in some respects, Imppose, being a little bit sepsh too becme 

Ifelt I was being short-chonged in the relationship und d e r  the relatiomhip 

as well, as a father. 

Fred said that bis ex-wife did not want to go to the mediation when he nrst suggested 

this to her. 

I said either, go to mediation or I ant going to take her to court. I 

gave her a choice. Yeah, go to mediation or 1'11 see you in cour?, one of the 

îwo. So she ugreed to go to mediation 

Going to mediation, F d  said, 

I was a linle skptical. Idid not think ü wodd work OU, jupr because 
I 

of the history of our rekutionship was fairly non-communication, for a long 



time, about things t h t  nrattered We could talk about music or art or 

lirerature or whatever no problem But if you wanted to talk about 

cooperuting to solve fmily problem or cooperating it never huppene4 it 

just turned into afree-forsll. ft was a dominant sort of thing there, Zik it 

was either your idea or my idea. There 's no midde ground It wm 

impossible to breach any topic where there war a needfor concessions on 

both sides. And it was not jmt her, it was me too, you hnow. Iget my back 

up, my attitude for sure. 

In the mediation Fred said the first thhg that the mediator did was set out the 

parameters of mediation and determine their goals as participants. The mediator also 

explained that their cooperation was needed to accomplish their goals, and that a mediator 

was not a miracle-worker. 

It wusfiuFtrating ut firsi, because I thought, "Mun, this is, what a 

waste of time, we 're not realk'y talking about unything to do with anyrhing 

here righr now. " In retrospect in thinking back on it f realize he was jwt 

semng g fimat, so that he ju~r would be walking us tlaough the process so 

that we could reapply these simple moments when things got inore 

complicated l am not sure ifhe co11sciomly did t h  or not but thut's what 

it seemed like to me. 

He was vey honest, he did not leud us on in awse  way and that was 

pretty cool. II workd out remowbly well; I had a very positive feeling just 



about being hemd You know and having someone there, just to mah sure 

t h  you c d d  be homd and not intemqted when you want to say something. 

There were some w o r  issues imolving ow child that nee&d to be resofwd 

and there war not a cooper<tive effort on our part, to maintain an open- 

minded communication In concerning the child's well being, I thoughl. And 

a lot of issues acttrally, mms> d~yerent types of issues thut were just not being 

addressed whatsoever, at dl. It was nice to ... you know everybody neeak to 

vent. fipeciailj ifit's something that is real iniporunt and you fiel you have 

not h d  a c h c e  to for fiw yems. So in thai respect I think it was a positive 

thing for me anyway, it 's nice to get the stuff offyour chest. JW to speak 

have it said 

When Fred was asked if his feelings of skepticism with the mediation changed, he 

said that his feelings changed quickly once the mediation had started. 

The process itselflguess. î l e  ability of the mediator to maintain a 

Zevel of calm so thut we could t a k  The Jrst night Ijêlt it was 0 viable 

process, immediateiy. I liked the mediator, I thought he was calm and 

seemed fair. Ithought it war g& the pssibility was there to open up some 

channels of communication to resolve some issues. Helping to see the 

perspective of whut they me doing to the point where they realize that this 

is about their chilri, it is not a h  them. It is not about their abiliv to be 

dominant or mrything like that. vyou had remonable people and they love 

their kid then you would realke t h ' s  ull that both parents wanted was to 



have a healtb normal rehtionship as much as possible. We hied to :ode t h ,  

I guess und it did not quite solve it but it was a stepping Stone. 

Fred talked about the approgch of the mediator to remaia an quai power relationship 

as follows: 

He came tu urjiom a fui* neutral corner. Kinà of spoke to agree 

on what we felr wm important for Our chifd unù as parents who love their 

kid, it was dzBcuIt not tu, and unless you approached it in an open and 

reasomble way. mich  I f e t  like we sort of did. And it made sense to me 

anyway. It was not rnuch that we could disagree on The process itself 

seemed fine. 

I think his presence in general wcls more a ratiunal procedure than 

petty. The arguments between people can be very petp. 

When arguments happened d h g  the mediation, and they did a couple of times, the 

mediator handled this as follows. 

Ifyw 'd sort of get out of hrrmi, then he would enwe that it was more 

important thor both parties be hemd And ifyou felt l i k  it was unreasonable 

accusations or whatever, that person be giwn a chance to defend theme& 

Or ut least the information be @en in a wuy that war not imulting, that 

helped a lot, oh it wus greut. 

I guess there war a p e t  s-e, there ahvoys war. I think thaf we 

were people who had dzrerent approaches to parenting. It becme a 

problem to talk about our opproaches to pent ing  becme nry ex-wife did 



net want to talk about it, I could not talk about it becme she would not 

a m e r  the phone, men ifthe child was right there. And then juif Iike that, 

Iget aphone cal!, T m  dkopping her ofltohy, I had her for two weeks, you 

c m  hmte her for two weeh. ." Inat w m  umcceptable to me, becoure the 

child did not knowjiom one &y to the next where she would be. 

Fred said that they were able to comUIUcate during the mediation because, as he put 

We both had a swing at t h  ball. Meaning I I d  my say and then she 

had her say and then Ihad a chunce to sort of resolve some of myfeeelings on 

what 's already been suid mid then soy some more and then I would be quiet 

and she would get to do thut. nie mediafor maintained a sense of rapport 

and ifwe got off topic, he said, "Ho, we are not talking about that now, we 

are talkhg about this now. Let 's maintain our focus here. " And in that 

respect it was really good Which was a bigproblem with any argument, it r's 

hard to stay on any topic isn 't it, when you 're fighting with someone. 1''s 

probubly very good of the rnediator being a patient man thut he was, that he 

helped tcs stayf iwed on the tiopic. Whatwer we were tulking about and 

Qing to resolve, he maintained that we stick to t h  until we corne to some 

kind of mu tuai... I don 't want to talkabout this -ore or to resohe this IO 

the best of our satisfaction. 

Fred describeci the most important thing about the mediation as: 



The mediator's ability to stay impartial, you know his ability to 

maintain respect between the indivrhraIs. S.t was the big ... because tlrot 

was whar war really lacking in our communicuti~n, was respect. 

If's good k i n g  an impartial tihird party, thut har a say, you know. 

Maybe s q ,  'Yt 's not your twn, don 't tulk now. It 's this persow turn to talk 

now " or "stay on topic or let's not loose Our tempers here. Let's maintain 

our ability to communicute here [et 's not get petty or whatever. " ï h t  was 

the most important thing to me. 

Another thing that Fred found Unportant was the mediator's adherence to the agreed- 

upon length of the sessions 

One of the bigproblem, Ifilt, with the relationship was the inability 

to scheduling and the inability to stick to a plan. Even in the fefou instances 

that we did huve u plan, it alwqs c h g e d  ut the last minute with liftle or no 

notice. I fhink in some sense the process of being where you say you are 

going to be ond doing whal you say you me supposed tu do or how longyou 

sqy you me going to do it, that is a good thing. It 's not jwt ki& that need 

routine, you krow. 

Atter the mediation Fred said that they had corne to an agreement, but that this only 

worked for a bief period. He was satisfied with this agreement but it did not work out. 

It worked out rearowbly well. l hrrd a very positive feeling jmt about 

being hemd The mediated agreement that we mived ut, it wm a very 

generail agreement, lefi a lot tp to the W i r h r a l s  imtolveed m y s e m  my ex- 



w@, to trphold their communications, etc. And that did not hppen, so we 

ended up going to cowt anyway. 1 thoughr it w u  a stmf, I was hoping thut 

might tutn out to be something th& would continue, but it did not. 

We realk'y wanted to resolve the issue as soon as possible. School 

attendance W ~ F  one of the problem, she would not attend s c h d  fiom her 

mother 's house. The only thing that made the court process work was that 

she did not show upfor court a lot of the time. 

It seemed to me, the mediation process in some respects was beîter 

t h  the coutt process, because you get to say what you me feeling. You 

don? have some guy who does not even ktow you or your kid or your 

problem or yow history, there negotiating with some other person who dues 

not know youfion a hole in the wall or herfiom a hole in the wall. Telling 

ihis other guy with whom they do this al1 the time and he is used to these 

people. And comes to some agreement that you have to live by and it really 

has very little to do with you- Su in thut respect I thoughf mediation is a 

better thing in a lut of ways, because at least you are dealing with real 

people. You how. Sonrebut& you know and problems t h  you undersand 

and they understand men if they don 't agree with you You Rnow they 

understand itfiom their point of view they mqy get a chance to say thut- 

Asked if he had leamed anything h m  the meâiation, Fred said that he has a gmit 

deal of respect for the pmess. 



1 thought the process very hebficl, is definite& bener thun court. If 

~ & Z S  you fiel better. ï k r e  were àecisions made by me rlltalng the process. 

Although if was a pinstaking cumbersome ut times thing to do. 

à helpd me to widerstanà some of her reservations about the 

relationship about two-pmlfanily, you knuw. It helped me to understand 

where she was comingfiom too. 

Every experience you have is in there. Being civil and communicative 

with somebody t h  I reolly, yyo Uow in some respects is, yeah, that was a 

good experience I imagine. 

Asked if  he would use mediation again, he responded, 

I'd recornmend it to anyone. Even now I think it might be helpful 

once a yem to get together with my ex-wve in the same room with a mediaior 

for halfan hour and just spendfifleen minutes each, talking about what was 

going on Yow concems & you know it was not a one way meet. I memi, 

there were things that I was doing. t h t  I really, you know, that came up that 

war really bothering her. And I could see where they would you how. But 

I had reasons for that. And they were usually a reaction to something that, 

it was like a catch twenty-two situation it was just swirling in a circle. So I 

think it would be helpful men now, I think 

Freâ also commented on the trust anâ understanding he felt from the mediator. 

He realizes that the process c m  work If's a heolthy process d I 

think he believes in it and his obi@ to believe in it was instrumental in 



making our mediation. men though it broke dmun, O limited success. 1 think 

so. It seemed Zike the ability to be able to just speak md get yow point, 

work, wwirhout intempted war ... wm a treut. 



Chaptet V 

THE INTERVIErnR 

It 's really O w o d r  îhat l b e n  'r diopped al2 my ideols, because they seem 

so absurd mtd impssible to carty out. Yet I keep them because in spite of 

werything I still believe that people are really good a? heurt. 

- Anne Frank. 

The stories of the participants contahed more than just the words in which they have 

k e n  presented. The interactions between the participants and myself during the interview 

conveyed more than the spoken wonis. Tone, and volume and velocity of the speech and the 

demeanor of the person contribute to the meaning of those words. This joint information of 

words and their presentation do fonn the basis for the interviewer's perception. 

In this chapter 1 bring the reader to the interviews. 1 do this by describing the setthgs 

of the in te~ews  and the smundings that became part of the interviews. 1 present portions 

of the transcripts to show how we interacted. In these portions 1 have placed bracketed 

comrnents on voice changes. 

1 have known h casually for a few years. We like each other's fiiendship. 

Although 1 knew of her separathg h m  her partner, we never much talked about how and 

why this happened. Ann offered to be intemiewed when 1 talked to her about my thesis 

work, and 1 gratefbiiy accepted her offa; we decided that Ami would corne to my place for 

the interview. 



We sat in a d m m  that 1 have set up as a snidy. AM sat in a de& chair and 1 sat 

dircctly opposite her. The microphone of the tape recorda was held in her hand so that she 

could control the recorder and turn it off if she waated to do so. 1 made sure that she was 

cornfortable and that we wodd not be disnabed. Am settled in and asked me what 1 wanted 

to how.  A h  a brief explanation we tumed the tape on. At first Am talked about how she 

mived at the point of going to mediation. During this she spoke in a finn voice and was 

relaying the fàctwl parts of her story. When we talked about king in the mediation, at times 

AM was traasported back into the time and remembered. The transcript shows this in the 

following exchange. (M is the interviewer, and A is Am). 

M: So once you were there d y o u  were together in the actual mediation, what did ! k t  

fiel like? 

A: In the acttuzl mediation it/et like uh.. . W h t  did thutfiel l h ?  Well it was very sad 

I war feeling very sad, because it was another move toward what I wanteà. But the 

whole thing wap such a disappointment and swh sadness that when we got there in 

this rwm, with someone we both knew and we both were very sud about it and we 

just could not get beyond ourfeelings, you know together. [AM'S voice becornes 

much softer and slower]. I&lt well, IfiIi comfortable. [She said this in a firm voice, 

it seemed that she was checkhg herself not to become too emotionai and regaining 

her seeagth to focus back on the purpose of the interview]. 

MI. You did? 



Oh, yes IfOlt very cornfortable with the person we were tdking to, sure, and IfiIt . . . 

I alsofelr vev  empwered I guess because I krew sornething war going to happen, 

because the mediator agreed to do it and agreed to come. 

Didyoufeel empauered into t h t  you were going to get whatyou wanted to get out 

of it? 

Yeah, well. I did not h w  that I was going to get what I wunted, but I was hopfil 

that I would 

And w h t  about your partner? 

I don 't really think he understod wwha we were doing he knew we were going there 

to get help and thejbtny thing is jut  this morning I s m  him, and he said, "So, what 

me you up to this aflernoon? " And I said, "Oh, I am going over to Mary, to do an 

interview on mediation. "And he said, "Mediation? Mat's that?" So it kind of 

tells you thut here we me two years later and he sri11 was not even really there. He 

was in a bad way too mentally ut that time and ewn you know a year Iater he said 

he didn 't even remember going. 

But Ifelt that he W(LF there, yeah emotionally and mentally [In a reflective tone] 

In the mediadon you felt like you were empwered you fell Zike you had enough 

conttol? 

I did mid I f e t  thot 1 had support, because I talkd to the mediator prior to t h t ,  

about wh41 I wanted anà that we had a legul agreement in place alreae and t h  

things were not happening and we needed some help to maki them Mpen 

So, h m  did that help, w h t  war the parl that helped 



A: The thrir helped was t h  we had a neutraz person, really who, well I guess Ifelt 

a little bit, when I went there first, tha he [the mediator] niay side with 6, because 

he had been M-'s cou11seZl01fôr two years. So I guess that 's mtorher, I was a bit 

qprehe~zsive that wuy. Because Ithought, fil& w u  not going to agree that maybe 

the mediator may si& with him, but he diah Y su~prisingly. He jwt sort oîfocilitated 

our talk and he made us listen to one another. 

M: How? 

A: He d e  ur r e m  w?@ the otherperson said anùconflrm whot the otherperson had 

said and &Red ifwe understood whaf the other person had said Which was al2 very 

go04 and 1 hud a list of things when I went there t h  I had written down w h t  I 

wunted to talk about they alZ got talked about and 1 lefl there still very sad because 

btowing it was coming to another level. 34- was very sad too, we were both sining 

in his [the mediaior's] oBce crying, with our mediator but came awoy with some 

decision's that hud been made rnutually. Ifelt though that M- w u  just giving in* 

I f e t  that he was acting powerless, by the time we got there he was just going 

through the motions, Ifeli. He just agreed to evetything. [AM'S voice becomes sofi 

when she taiks about the sadness, when talking about M-'s behavior her voice 

becomes stronger and louder as if gettiag upset with Km]. 

M: Why do you think he agreed? 

A: I think he may have thought thar the mediator may agree with me, I don 't how 

exact& 

M: Yeuh, it is h d  to speakfor h, but what about you? Lik you wanted to have? 



1 wanted to ?me several things clmijied and some &tes set 

Andyou fiel that in the mediation you accomplished that? 

Yeah, we did 

So whal was dlrerent in the mediution? 

Well, we were not yelling ut one another. It wm calm we were taking tums we were 

respectjûl. 

And why were you not these things when you were ut home? 

Becme, we M... Wls, were we nut these things a? h e ?  lguess ùecwe we had 

an out, we could walk out, we were still very ungry, you know ifwe got to a point 

where we were raising our voices we stopped talking because we thought we would 

wake the babies. You know! 

AM conveyed her feelings of sadness and also her feelings of hope and 

disappointment, throughout the interview. It made me feel that she still cared very much for 

M-, but that she was also madfsad/disappointed that he had not changed. 

Dwing the interview my role was conversational in nature. At times 1 directed the 

conversation to being in the mediation. AM, however, was very focused on the topic of the 

interview herself and redirected herself at tirnes. 

1 hew Brian h m  mediation meetings and a course we both attendd Durhg a cal1 

to Brian, with a request for participants he offireci himseIf to be internewed. I was invited 

to his home whete we would conduct the interview. When Brian welcomed me into his 



home, 1 was also given a very wam welcome by the dog. Brian talked to me about the 

things he had been able to teach his dog whom happily obiiged in showhg me his repertoire. 

We charied a Little prior to the interview and Bian told me that it was his own 

mediation that had inspired him to go on and become a mediator. Brian is active as a 

volunteet mediator, helping people, where needed. 

The table in the large f d o u s e  kitchen had several file boxes to which Brian 

pointed and said that those were the result of having to go through the divorce court. He 

explained that, because of the costs of the legal route, he now had to put his home on the 

market and all savings were gone. He did show his sadness about this but never laid blame, 

instead he taked about the system that allowed this to happen. Brian also said several times 

that the divorce agreement was nearly identical to his mediated settlement. The court 

experience has made his belief in the mediation process sironger, he explained. Before this 

meeting 1 had no knowledge of Brian's personal situation. 

Brian's mediation took place mon than two years ago and he still seemed p d e d  

about the mamage bnakup. He qmke with great respect of his ex-wife and fondness for his 

children. Bhan's main concem then and now is to be fair to others and to be treated fairly. 

He taiks about how the division of assets would lead to disagreement. The mediator helped 

them through this. 

We sat at the table, the dog obeyed and stayed where he knew to lie down, ready for 

play in case anyone might W e s t  it. The recorder was on the table and we started the 

interview. (M is the interviewer. B is Brian). 



M: In the medimon, the t e m p s  did get high, you give a lot of credit to the mediatorjbr 

conttolling the tempers of the parties, anà being able to continue t h g h  thor whole 

process. 

B: I don 'l think a close fiiend or an untrained mediator could have takm us through it. 

Why? Because the emotions, were too high. One, she had specijk idem on what 

should be hers. I had certain heirlooms that I wanted to remain with me. She even 

wanted to have my cornera, Isaid no to that, cawe ... and I said there is no way that 

camera is going. The niedialor steppd in and said, "Wy, why don 't you want her 

to have the camera?" I said becaure that wos a Chris- gififiom my two M. 

And he jtlsr looked ut her, he suid you can have the camero Things like that. 

M: So he made the decision? 

B: No, he juri asked, well, ifthis w u  a Chrismtos gijfiom the kidr, why do you want 

it? Explaiin to Brion, why you should have it. And she says, no never mind So he 

never ever made any decisions, he just asked her or me to explain why do you want 

that. When I had to explain it, if1 could not explain it, it was kind of hmdfir me to 

sq, well it should be mine. Why shouldyou have it over her? Well, because it was 

her gteut grandfather 's but I like it more thm she does. That would not be a good 

enough reason So this is the kimà of things, the tactic 's of the mediatioa 

M So, when you had to say it out loud, it did not mak much sense, to want someone 

else 's Christmas present. 

B: Ënactly. rit ir a gfp, @en to ymr byyow chiidken it is hard to scry why. And lthink 

being a third party, common sense kicks in first. 



Later in the interview Brian carne back to this same point. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Break, Tape tumed.. . . . . . . . . . . . 
B: The fiimess of it wus done by, ,for imtmce; now if1 said I want the table and chairs, 

"That 'S w h t  I want. " First of al1 before my wife had O c h c e  to clem the chair 

rVpe of thing he [the mediator] says, " Why, why do you feel you should have the 

table and chairs, BBan. " I said, " Well becme my grandfuther sut ut it when he 

war sixteen yems 014 he and my grandhtother a l m t  a M e d  yems ago. I said it 's 

been in my family ever since. It 's always been in my family and Ijèel it should still 

stay in my family. '"Well what do you think about that Ms. B? " " Well, it ras his 

grandjiather r's, but don 't forget I was his wijê for fipeen, eighteen years. '"m do 

you feel lhal gives you the height tu take a fan& heirloom, explain to him why you 

think you should have it. " " Well, Ijwt think I should that 's all. " " Why? " " Well, 

I don 't kmu. " "Cm you think of any reason, Brinn, why she should h m  if?" "No 

not really, cause my gtandmother always wanted it to stay in my fainily, my 

pundfather alwqys wanted it to stay in my fmily. '"rian took on the roles of the 

others, to convey how this worked, in doing so he changed his tone with each 

character to represent the different parties]. 

M: So the mediutor really kept questioning each person 3 motives. 

B: Yes, 

M: What happened ifyou wouid intemrpt? 

B: He [the mecliator] wouldstop t h t  i~nnrediately. He 'dsîay, "&im will you hold that 

thought Br a m m e ~  tbian you want Ms. B to finish her statement. N w  when she 



is finished, can you continue with your point. Ifyou want to, just write it on your 

little pad there, as to what you want to bring ap there, so you don? forget it. " 

[S peaking as the mediator]. So then when she said her point I might corne back and 

say, well she already has a part of it, but [Emphasis Briaa] I want to know this or I 

want to know that, you know. Quite o#en he [the mediator] kept the lid on things. 

We had to justlfL Our reasons. 

M: And that was helpful for you? 

B: Oh, yeah. lfquestioned, you have to justifL what you are saying, it is kind of hard 

some time ifyou have no justifîcation. If'that was hers when she was sijcyears 014 

why should I have it now? You know, that S very hard to do. And it also mode it a 

M e  bit easier next time when she made a demand It was reasonable for me to ... 

it S kind of hardfir me to ... [Reflective] 

M: How did youfiel when that happened, going forth and back? 

B: m e n  I lost, it bothered me ut first. 1 don 't know, like I wanted to have that (notepad) 

that should be mine. But Iguess, I suppose, where it was hers al1 of /ter life, Iguess, 

yeah. You had to stop and sort of reason with yourself as to why she won thai 

particuIar battle. 

M: How didyou fiel that you couldn 't just say what you wanted when you wanted? 

B: Oh that did not bother me. Gave me more time to think, for aproper attack baîically. 

When he [the mediator] said let's wait ti12 she is through, when she was tafking I was 

gathering my thoughts more so. Iprobably saved mysevu lot of embamssment. 



A@ tkfirst fëw times thut he [the mediator] stopped me I was glad he did As yac 

h w ,  the reuction is what kills you. 

You would huve reacted md once the words are out of your mouth you can't tate 

them back 

Exactly, yes. 

So you were kind of glad he made you stop. 

Aflenuwds I was yes. At first I w m  not, it just would muke me mad that he would 

stop nie in the m i d e  of my thought. But I did not think thai I was also stopping k r  

in the midde of hers. 

And what did you do about it? 

Nothing at Jrst, but I compiied of course, becme that 's the mies t h  he [the 

mediator] Zay down. He laid the rules down before we started And we h d  ugreed 

to thut. So what else could 1 do. Thare were the d e s  I had tojdlow them, because 

I had agteed to them But again it worked to my ahantage. To think, not to saying 

things I should not have but saying things better. 

During the interview 1 foilowed Brian thiough the process of telling bis story, where 

1 was the listener asking probing questions for Brian to elaborate on what he had said Brian 

spoke forcefully throughout the interview. 

The interview with Kate was very diffetent b m  the two former htentiews. I had 

sem Kate once or îwice but did not d y  know her, nor did 1 know anything about her. Kate 



had tokl AM that she was interested in king intenriewed because she had been in mediation 

and wanted her concerns to be known. 

1 d e d  Kate and asked if she were interested in king interviewecl; she affimied that 

she was, and we amnged for a time and place. Kate agreed to come to my place and, as with 

A m  1 us& my shdy, where we sat directiy opposite each other. It wss a quiet &y and 1 had 

made sure that we would not be interrupted. After some pleasantries we suvted the 

interview; Kate held the microphone to control the tape recorder. 

Mer  1 explained the purpose of the interview, Kate started her story and the 

circumsbnces that brought her to mediation. She spoke soffly and quietly about her 

experiences and needed little or no prompthg to talk about this. Again 1 took the role of the 

listenet and ody needed to respond to clarify my own understanding of what she said. Such 

as in the next exert of the traiiscript. Kate had explallied her situation and what had led up 

to the mediation. She talked extensively about this (two pages of the script) the excerpt is 

started where she identifies the issue that needed to be worked on in the mediation. (K is 

Kate and M is the interviewer). 

K: And one big issue that came up, was what to cd1 where Mommy was moMng to. And 

there wes quite an argument over that because my husband kepi referrig, ex- 

hiCsband, kept referrig to "Mommy's home" or "Mommy's new home." And 

because they were my children and they were going to be living wifh me tw I was 

very ofended by that. [Emphaas Kate]. So we spend some time e i n g  to have him 

UltCjetstand, Thor war a big &al /or me and he shwld respect t h .  And t h t  if wm 



important t h  the childken see thrd MW they have two honies. And thts wpr mt just 

a vacation for Morn. [Spoken M y ] .  

Yeah 

And he responded well to that eventwli'y. [Speaking much softer]. 

But, eh ... his ugenàa was dzrerent t h  mine, his agenda was to have people 

undersfami him and forgive him and work on the marriage. A@ agenda wac vev  

d~rerent. peflective] 

How did that make yoicjkl? 

Well the mediution process, 1 think, worked quite well in thar case. Because rhpy got 

back on pack or they allowed us to get bock on truck And they allowed it not 

completely because of J- telling his story which he does. 

So, how did they go about thut? 

Well they heurd and they were able to give him a little bit offeedback but they 

understood But then they would remind him t k t  the statedfunction of this meeting 

w u ,  to d isws  how we might communicate the problems to the chilaben in the best 

possible way. So that made me fiel that they knew ... rhar they were going to s t q  

with the stated a g e d  And they also redrmed my ... stress over SOM of the things 

he pied to minimke. Like thq  head [Emphasis Kate] rny comments and restated 

t h  or askd me@ clarijlcatrion [... Indicates where Kate paused to choose her 

words carefiilly when remembering]. 

Imiiie. whnr did vou fiel l ik? 



K: Wellfast Ijëlt r@pd ofthut he wai grandstdng [Rapid and th tone of speech] 

and then when I realized they were not going to let thai go on jbrever. I fet  very scrfe 

and reassured that they s m  thutfor whut it was. [Slowing d o m  and sofier, as if 

relieved]. And they hemd him, because he was a person who had needs to be hemd 

But they were mt going to let hb [Empbasis Kate] need take over the meeting. And 

they also knew th<d there was mtorher side. And they were very interested in enough 

of the other side for me tofiel head mphasis Kate]. And they were also keen to 

provide us with the service that we had original& asked for. [Sounding relieved] 

M: So what did that do to the power balonce? 

K: I feli very championed, I@lt l i h  they were not specijically on my side but they 

worked equal. They re-enforced me. because there had always been a power 

problem or a sense thai C 's agenda was stronger and more important. He p h e d  

hmder, and so Ifelr that I was in a safe place to be heard and get down to bras 

tach, over things thot really mattered So that was a good experience for me. 1 

think it wos success@ in thut reg& 

M: Hm, hm. 

K: There are so many issues mound sepuration and divorce, that I remernber fiel@ 

my dear, îfwe have to spend this much money and this much time over those two 

litîle things. Ami they me not thut little, but how to tell the childken and what to cal1 

the mother 's new hone, were the two red issues t h  were clanfied that &y andthat 

took an huw and O ha I fo f~peop l e ' s  time. [Laughter, as in how ridicuious this 



is]. It opened my eyes to how much thepotentî.djbr contict and lrow time co~uning 

the details of breakng dbwn ormng or Musting to those changes was going to be. 

Kate's voice is quite expressive, the hurt and pain she had experienced were clearly 

audible. When she related some pahW mernories, her voice would &op to a whispet and 

become very slow, in doing so she related the tirrdness she experienced during that tirne. 

During the interview 1 could fael myself taking sides and becorning more sympathetic 

toward Kete and feeling negative toward J- . I aiso felt surprised that she couid see J- as 

a penon who had needs. 1 asked her if she felt that she had been an en-abler and she said, 

"1 think 1 W.'' 1 was impressed by Kate's strength and her insight and am glad that she bas 

mved past this. 

Fred was contacted by his mediator with my request and agreed to take part in this 

study. 1 was given Fred's phone-number and contacted him to confimi and arrange a the 

and place to meet. Fred invited me to corne to his home to do the interview. Upon arriva1 

I was greeted by the dog in the yard, Fred openeâ the door and welcomed me into his home. 

Fred bad his young son in his arms he remained with us during the interview. The baby had 

just leamed to walk a few steps, and having him there was fun. He sat very happily on his 

Dad's lap for a long time and only made us aware of bis presence when he wanted something 

to eat. Seeing Fred with his son was a pleasure to watch. 

We sat in the latchen with some open space between us; 1 held the recorder on my 

lap and tumecl it on when Freâ was ready. He is an easy talker, meaning that I felt that he 

was very nlaxed. He did tell me that he was very happy with his Life now. Fred's primary 



focus, during the intaview, was ai- on his soa; the rde 1 took was that of asking open- 

ended questions. Fred's contlict was related to his coiicem for bis other child from a 

prrvious relationhip. He was very willing to talk about his mediation and 1 kept the 

interview conversationai, as in the foliowing excerpt. (F is Fred, and M is the inte~ewer) 

Did you get a chance to muke the deeisiom or, like with the power balance did you 

fiel it was pretty mlrch eqwl? 

Oh yeah, well the mediator made it thar. Well the way he opproached it, he was 

fairly ... corne to us fiom afarly neutraf corner anyway. Kind of spoke to agree on 

what we felr was important for [the child] and as parents who love their kid it was 

d~@hft not to. You know, a& if... mless you approached it, ifyou approached it 

in an open and rearonable way, you know. 

Yeah 

Whieh Ifell like we ... chaing thelfrst stages of rnediation, it was, we sort of dïd t h .  

And it made sense to, you know, it made sense to me anywqy, it was not much that 

we could disagree on, but in that respect. Yeah, the process itselfseentedfine. 

So, jwt that you have to listen to each other and c m ?  intemrpr, t h  was 

That was a plus 

That was aplus? 

Yeah it wasfw me anywuy. 

Is t h  what h ~ n r r  it u r d  verw nut being able to do that at home when p u  ... like 

you say it was a volatile relationship, you just get loudet and louder d y o u  stop 

listening? 



Oh yeah, prew soon you me arguing about things that you know, don? even meun 

unything. 

Ihctly- Yeuh your tempr gets in the woy. 

Power struggie, you how, gets beyond 

Within the media tion, t h t  power struggle, he put the lid on it right away? 

Yeuh, well I think like his presence in general like was fairly ... more a rational 

procedure t h  pew, right. m e  mguments between people can be ves, pet& 

extremeij 

How corne they did not pop up during the mediation? 

Oh, they di4 couple of times, yeah. 

They di4 and whut happened then? 

Well he wouldjust say ... he would give the other person the floor as opposed to ... 

ryou 'd sort of get out of hand then he would ensure th& it was more imporant t h t  

both parties be heurd And ifyou felr like it was unreasonuble accusations or 

whutever, thut the person be given a chunce CO defind theme& you know. Or at 

least the informtion be @en in a way that was not insulting, ym h o w  or people 

were 

Yeuh, so thor helped? 

Oh, yeah, it helped rr lot. Oh it war great, yeah- 

Did you fiel se discussing you know, part of your life is on the table. 

Yeah. I w d  to resolve things for my cdaughter, more t h  avthing else. 

Yac reved part of yuurrelfwithin thar process. 



F: Weil, Yeah, irdidn 't kiow [the mediator]jFom a hole in the wall. He was jwt like 

bu@ on the bus like, you know. 

M: How did t h  make you fiel to stmt to talk about your personal business, with a 

slrmiger, like you me doing with me? 

F: Yeah, I was o h  with it, I was okay with it. 

The ttanscript also hcludes evidence of F d ' s  ability to continue with the interview 

while paying attention to his son. As in the foliowing section, 

F: It is not about their abiiity to, you know, be dominant or unything like that. lt had 

more to do with 

O b  bu4 let me cut that in half; pretty big one-- 

... il; we had s o r n e ,  you krow if it was in the abiIity by people to, ifyou had 

remonable people, you h w ,  and ihey love their kid I guess every nediation is 

diretent, as there's a different situation 

The interview with Fred was the most light-heacted, and 1 felt relaxed and enjoyed 

myself. Throughout the inteMew he related his conceni for his child. At times his speech 

was helting which felt as if he were looking for the right way to say what he wanted to say. 

Fred told me he did the interview as a favor to the mediator; he really appreciated the 

mediator's efforts. 



Chapter VI 

DATA ANALYSIS 

RESPECT 

There can never be deep puce behveen two spirits, Mever mutual respect, 

until, in their dialogue, each stun&for the whole world 

- Emerson 

In analyzhg these data, specific points of interest are extraçted h m  the stories and 

presented to the d e r .  These are points that have been identified by the participants to be 

si@cant in the mediation process. By looicing and trying to establish sirnilarities between 

the different mediations, it may be of use to the reader to note that al1 four participants were 

Caucasian between the ages of thirty to fïfty years of age. ui these four mediations one thing 

is immediately evident. Al1 four mediations are the resdt of conflict situations involving 

family relationships, either past or present. This by no means is by design, but rather by 

coincidence. 

Communication difnculties between partners are noted as they are reflected in the 

stories. Ann t a b  about how she 'b~uldn't get b u g h  to M- on my own". She also 

about how they dealt with theu communication problems at home. "We had an out; we 

could waik out". Brian talks about the sbrained mlationship between himself and his ptner. 

He describes his relationship with his m e r  as their king "in a negative position". He 

describes the drive to and h m  the mediation as a forty-five minute drive when 'kot a word 



was spoked'. Kate tallrs about her parmer having his own agenda and she said '?hm had 

been a faV amount of control and manipulation and also a fait amount of emotional abuse 

in the form of criticism, for a very long time". While Fred reporteci that 'rhen was not a 

cooperstive effort on our part, to maintain an open minded communication", he also said, 

"the history of our relationship was f&ly non-communication for a long time, you how, 

about things that matkred." 

A f k  the mediation, Am reports that M- commented, "So you got your own way", 

but she also said mediation did not change their talk to each other, but that they had "grown 

to respect one another more than we did during that very angry time." Brim said he leamed 

a lot about his own behavior in communication as he said, "1 am no when near as 

conûontationai as 1 used to be". Communication between him and his partuer remained 

strained as he described that, "the whok way bock not a word was said". Kate said about her 

mediation, "It worked in one regard: he became his old self. Accusing, you know in h n t  of 

hep. Fred said that he persody lemed h m  the mediation. He said that their agreement 

"left a lot up to the individuais involved, myself and my ex-de,  to uphold their 

communications, etc. And that did not happen." 

Within these mediatiom there are several aspects that are mentioned by al1 four 

participants. One of the aspects identifieci and pertabbg to the conflict is that of anger* AU 

participants spoke of anger as a powerfiil force associated with the conflict. 

A m  identifieci her marital pmblems as being the cause of this anger. "1 felt very 

p o w d  at that tirne, anga makes me powerfbl and very motivated." In that sense, she says 

that just knowing that the mediation was going to take place allowed her to let go of some 



of her mget, howing that there was going to be some action. In that sense mediation was 

seen by AM as business. She needed to m l v e  this issue in ordcr for her to feel that she 

could move on. Uiaction made her mgry. 

Brian had accepted thet a brrahip of the marriage was inevitable. He had decided 

that to resolve the situation he wanted to make things fair. Being fair to everyone was of 

major importaace to Brian. When his sense of faimess was violated by the other party, he 

reacied with mger. Brian was able to control his enger. However, the parties did have to go 

into caucus to defuse the emotions. Brian found it helpful to be reminded of the 

consequences of losing his temper. He said that, "1 felt that i f 1  can conüol my temper, my 

anger, and my feelings, it might make it easier for her to see where 1 corne fiom." 

Brian also said that at first it would make him mad when the mediator stopped him 

when he spoke out of him, but said that later on he was glad about this because it gave him 

time to think before he spoke. 

In Kate's situatiob the anger she felt was directed toward herself. At first she said, 

"1 remember feeling confiised, 1 didn't know wby 1 was upset, why I was sad. 1 diân't really 

know what he wanted. Ail 1 knew was that 1 was fiirious and angry. I could never do 

mything quite right." Mer she had decided to separate she said, "1 was realIy angry at 

myself. 1 had let myseif be emotionaily bullied for a v q ,  very long time." At that poht she 

went to mediation to appease her ex-husband. 

Fred dso spoke of anger, but for hirn much of th is  was in the past. He said, "1 felt 

a little bit of distance h m  the situation as far as my ex-wife was concerned. Like 1 did not 

lose my temper with her." 



The anga arose as a tesuit of the conflict, then became an obstacle to resolving the 

conflict and actually increased the levei of intensity of the conflict. 

One of the most important parts of the mediation identified by al1 participants was 

the meâiator's neutral position. Al1 participants entered mediation with some degree of 

fear, skepticism or apprehension. 'Ihe neutrai position of the rnediator was identified as not 

taking sides and king non-judgmental. Participants said that the neutrai position of the 

mediator eamed him or her a trust position and made the participants feel d e  and gave them 

confidence in the process. 

Am said, "The mediator never said '1 think you are right'. There was no personal 

input at dl." Ann said that this was much difXerent than talking to Wends, because fiiends 

do tend to take sides, and nothing changes in that situation. 

Brian said that he was watching the mediator closely and found that, "He was 

extremely neutral. That was reassuriag, because he appeared that he did not give a dam 

whether 1 got one item or another, just as long as  we both were happy." Brian several times 

malres mention of the third party's comrnon sense and how helpful that was for him. 

In the first mediation Kate descnbed mediator neutrality as, "They were not gohg 

to let his needs take over the meeting, and they also knew that there was another side." Kate 

said that made her feel d e  and reassured. She also said, "1 feit championed, 1 felt like they 

were not specificaliy on my side but they worked equal." In the subsequent mediations, Kete 

said that although she liked the mediator as a person she did not trust the mediator's style. 

When asked if she thought the mediator baâ been neutral she said, "No, 1 think they bend 



over a Little bit, yeah 1 thinL that she did lean towards representing his needs more than 

mine." 

Fred also expressed that he felt skepticai at the omet of the mediation, but tbat, The  

ability of the mediator to maintain a level of calm so that we could talk" was very helpful. 

Fred also commented about the mediator, "he came to us from a fairly neutral corner 

anyway ." 

Rules and haMng them enforcecl by the mediator was an extremely important factor 

in the mediation process to aii the participants. In Am's case, having d e s  in place and 

taking hims speaking gave her the feeling of respect she had felt was lacking. Having the 

d e s  in place and thereby listening to each other helped AM. She also said that she and her 

partner, through counselling, had leamed about d e s  of communication but that, "having 

someone there, enforcing them made the difference." 

Brîan relates to the rules as king part of the faimess of the pmcess, he said, "At al1 

times we knew what was the nght way to act and what was not the right way to act" He said 

that the mediator quickly stopped both parties when he or she overstepped the boundary. 

Brîan admits, "At f h t  it would d e  me mad that he would stop me in the middle of my 

thought, but I did not think that he was also stopping her in the middle of hm." Bnan said 

he compiied by the d e s  because he had agreed to them, but he ais0 said, "It worked to my 

advantage to thialr, not to saying things 1 shodd not have, but to saying things better." 

Kate does not make any specifiç reference to the d e s  in the mediation, in f a t  she 

said that, "We were very respectfid to give each other due turn." 



Fred does remrtrk that for him having a third party who cm say, "It's not your turn, 

don? talk now, it's this person's hm, their tirm to talk now, okay?" was very helpfu, 

because he said, "The abiiity to be able just to speak and get your words, without king 

interrupted was ... was a treat." 

Having a nile in place for taking tums in spealwig was for the participants a 

significant part of the mediation process. The resdting effects, of havhg this d e  in place 

was important in other aspects because it gave the participants a feeling of being head. 

This seme of "being hemd" was expressed by the participants with relief. 

Ann had a pre-mediaiion meeting and felt very positive becaise she said, "1 had been 

heard simply with questions h m  the mediator." She also felt she had, "support in being 

heard." Ann added that in addition to the des ,  clarification of statements was dso very 

helpful and added to her feeling of king heard. 

For Brian, being treated fairly was of major importance and, in that sense, he was 

king heard because his sense of fairness was kept intact during the mediation. 

Being heard for Kate was important. As sbe said, '9 felt championed". Kate said it 

"reidorced me because there always had been a power problem." She said that sometimes 

she caught herself thinking what a ûeat it was to be heard. "Somebody got to really heat me, 

and 1 did not have to debate or step sideways or beg. There was no dancing uound, there 

was just saying it and h h g  it actualiy heard." 

Fred also expressed a sease of relief at just king able to talL about the issues he had 

been womed about for a long the .  "1 think it was a positive thing, for me anyway tbat ... 
It's nice to get the -off your chest you know. Just to speak, have it said." 



It is interesting to note tbat during the telling of the stories some of the pdcipants 

used simüat expressions in connection with the mediation process. One such an expression 

is the view of talllng 9tep". Both AM and Fred used this expression. AM saw the 

mediation process as: "1 thought it was a step between he and 1 discussing it and getting 

nowhere or getting a court to enforce it. 1 did not want to get into nasty legai things at that 

point and I felt that this was a step in baween." Ann also said that she felt that it was 

important for people to know that '?hem is a step between personal problem solving and 

court." Fred saw the pmcess more "like a stepping stone towards being more candid, in 

speaking of our child's Me." 

Another expression that was used by two different parties, was the feeling of part of 

the pnicess behg a %eatH. Kete used this expression when she felt her side of the story got 

heard as she said she had leamed that ber issues tended to get lost in the re1ationship. Having 

a chance to teLi her story, she said, "It actuaily felt heing and almost like a treat." Fred, in 

a similar vein, expressed this feeling when he said, "like the ability to speak and get your 

words, without king intempted was ... was a treat." 

Another observation that needs mention is that then are possible gender dBere~~ces. 

These differences are noted in how women and men relate to some of the important 

expenences in mediation, and what is important to them duriag this process. This 

observation is made through some of the expressions of the participants. In these storîes the 

women tak much more about emotional issues as if they are stilI comected to the emotions, 

whereas the men in these stories seem to tallc more in practical temis and appear less 

comected to the emotions. 



The women in their Stones expressed some deep emotions and associated feelings 

toward the situation and their respective (ex) partnets. Ana says that she went there on 

business but, by the same token, she îaiks about her feehgs and the sadness she is 

experiencing during the mediation. She says, "especialiy when you see a person that you 

lived with and loved crying there in the office with you. You think why can't we work this 

out. Here we are both so sad about what is happening ard here we are sitting with a mediator 

ûyhg to figure out even yet another way to end it." Kate relates that, 

Part of the issue with telling pain@ things to your partner, in Pont of 

sorneone is, that you see in the person you caredfor 's face. men their pain 

or their sorrow or their attempt to try and not jwt heur you but defnd or 

react andyou can % I found it ... Ifind it hmd to be with, when Iam trying 

to say ifl am reacting to thpiperson's respome. So fyou me telling a stos, 

it is much easier to tell it and not look at and fiel the respome of the 

audience. For me anywcly. 

Neither Brian nor Fred spoke about theù emotions in relationship to their ex-partners. 

Both Brian and Fmd spoke with respect and easily took mponsibility for theit own parts in 

the breakdown of the relatiomhips. Brian said, 

Being wroga ,  1 thught of course, 1 am going to ... I am sntmf, mt to agree 

with these kind ufthings. So I thought it 's always the other person, but I 

understand t h  I war just ar much to blmne as my ex war. I was just us 

umeasombie in some cases as she was. I was dways the good guy, but the 



mediatlon process pointed out that I could be the bad guy. Yi know I carld 

be unreaso~ble. 

Fred nflected that things are not a one way street, 4 mean, there were thhgs that 1 

was doing that 1 teally, that came up that were reaily bothe~g her. And I could see where 

they would." 

Mediitor cboice seems to be another interesting aspect that needs to be looked at in 

terms of whether these choices have implications for the other party involved. In AM'S case, 

her choice seems very clear as she states that she knew that her partner knew and respected 

the cou~isellor. A m  does say that she feels that her partrier's respect for the mediator was 

working in her favor. But most)y die said that she did not think that her partner would have 

respectecl a sûanger's opinion. She a h  was clear about the fact that she needed the situation 

resolved, and that if she had gone to a mediator who did not how them or their situation, 

this would take more tirne. Ann believed that they would need to spend time building a ûust 

relationdip. Her partner was contacted by the mediator and had agreed to this. The partfler 

during the mediaiion decidecl not to argue. This was disappointing to A m  as she had hoped 

that he would let the mediator know how he felt. AM did feel sure that things would bappen 

a b  the mediation, because she said of her partner, "It was not that he was not gohg to let 

me down, he wouid not let the mediator down." 

One couid ody speculate on the feeiings of the partnec however, one way to intetpret 

his silence is that this was his way of maintainhg control. It did make AM feel l e s  setisfied 

with the mediation because she had hoped he would express his feelings. 



Brian chose the mediator who had been also the couple's d a g e  counsellor, 

because mediath had been suggested, at that tirne, as an alternative option. Brian's d e  

had not m t e d  to continue with the counselling. Her husband told her about mediation. At 

first she rejected this idea. "She was against it, she wanted to go for the courts." But Brian 

says once he explained to her what mediation was, she agreed to give it a try. Dwing the 

rnediation, Brian said that his wife did cd1 an end to the mediation a couple of times, 

"That's why we went into caucus." Brian also said, "bfinitely she wanted to be in control. 

She had her walls up, she said she was in charge of her own life and nobody was going to tell 

her what to do." Brian says that the mediation was successfùl, and that both he and his wife 

were pleased with the agreement. "My d e  could not wait to get to the next &y to get it 

typed up and have me sign it before 1 changed my rnind." On their way home fiom the 

rnediation, Brian said, "I did request that she stay clear of a spacific lawyer. That lawyer has 

a reputation of destroying, please don't go to that lawyer." 

Yet his wife did go to that particular lawyer the next day, and the result was that the 

couple ended up in court. Here agah one could speculate on the feelings of the other party 

and the possible power play that might have k e n  in place. 

Kate's ex-husband was the one who suggested mediation as a means to resolve 

concem regarding theV separation. Kate agreed to go with him because she felt that it 

would be a good idea to get help. During the nrst session the mediator equalized the power 

imbalance as Kate said, 'They heard him because he was a person who had needs to be 

heard. But they wexe not going to let his needs take over the meeting." Kate reflects that she, 

T e k  that I was in a d e  place to be heard a d  get down to bras tacks over thhg that d y  



mattered. So tbat was a good experience for me." Kate said that she felt that the male 

mediator was cold, and that she could not relate to bim. But she also reflected that, "It 

bmught up a lot of shiffI had ûied to put away a long tirne before." It is as though she was 

not really ready to deal with issues that she had not expccted to face in a meâiation situation. 

She was clear in her purpose to resolve issues smounding the separation and how to help 

the children. Kate said, "In a way there is a great deal that gets uncovered in a short period 

of the ,  and that is why it is probably pretty exhautkg." Kate made the decision not to 

rehim. Her ex-husband did not argue with this but instead suggested another mediator he 

knew. Kate went to these sessions to appease her ex-husband. She felt at times burdened 

by these sessions as she said she was trying to work on herseif and it was no longer her intent 

to fix the mamage. This mediator had also been her ex-husbaad's counsellor. One could 

question why the mediator was not aware of the situation. ûverall, one gets the feeling that 

Kate's ex-hushd ûied to remah in conmi by going into mediation and hding support for 

his cause. 

Fred did not know about mediation. Faced with the conflict and the possibility of 

going to court, he heard about mediation and looked up a mediator. Fred taiked to him over 

the phone and explained his problem. He then d e d  his e x - d e  and gave her the choice to 

either, "Go to mediation or I'll see you in court, one of the two." She agreed to go to the 

mediation and did participate in the process. They had about four to five meetings and Fred 

said that he felt hopeful that more candid communication might continue in the future. 

Ahhough they had corne to an agreement about future cornmdcsttions regadhg their child, 

Fred said that the agreement ody l a d  for a short while. T&en his ex-wife did not respond 



to his c d s  or the mediator's d s .  Fred said, "In some respects 1 totaiiy understand. 

Because that is how she deals with a lot of things that are threatening or if she can't totaily 

have it her way she does not participate at dl." Fred also said, "1 guess there was a power 

stniggle. There always was, iike she bad a history of a power stniggle in our relatiomhip." 

One can only speculate on the motives of the other parties, but their voices are not 

represented here. It would not be prudent to create their stories h m  theu reported actions. 



Chaptet W 

DISCUSSION 

PO WER 

Power is everywhere; not because it embraces everything, but because it 

cornes fiom everywhere ...p wer is not an institution, and not a structure; 

neither is it a strengîh we me e d m e d  with; it is the nanw t h t  one uttributes 

to a cornplex strategical sittmtion in a pmticulur society. 

- Michel Foucault 

The process of mediation as reported by the participants appears different h m  the 

pichae presented by the research. In the literature the focus is directed toward better 

communication among the parties. Umbreit (1997) looks for gmter understanding among 

the parties. Deutsch (1994) looks at power relations, where cooperation leads to openness 

in communication. Bush and Folger (1994) discuss mediation as a vehicle for change and 

transformation. Rubin (1994) reports that better understanding of confîict issues is needeà 

and Folberg and Taylor (1984) approach mediation fiom the perspective of understanding 

human motivation and personality. 

The participants in this study did not have any problems in relating their stories and 

as such did not seem to have a problem communiufing. However, it is evident h m  the data 

that communication for the participants with their parmers was a problem and presented 

obstacles to nsolving their con£lict. 



la tbis study communication arnong the parties was only possible because of the 

presence of the mediator and the structure that was in place. Participants emphasized the 

behavioral aspect of the people involveci in the mediation as important. The parties' main 

foci, however, were to deal with the confîict and to get that resolveà as best they could. 

AAer the mediation, communication as feported by the participants in how the parties 

comrnunicated with each other rernained as it was before the mediation. However, severai 

changes did occur on a personai level. Ana reported that she and her partner have gained 

respect toward eacb other. Both Brian and Fred report that they gained insight into their own 

communication behavior and learneà how this m y  afTect another party. 

At the o w t  of this project 1 stated that the purpose of this thesis is to provide insight 

into the experiences of people who have been in a mediation situation. By reading the stories 

of participants one c m  now get a littie insight into how mediation is experienced by the 

participants. Although this is a srnall sample of participants, the stories provide the reader 

with some ideas of what can and does happen in mediation. 

In the analysis I posed the question, "What is different at the end of the mediation 

compared with the beginning?" The main theme that was identified by the participants was 

the anger they felt at the beginning. 

Anger 

Anger was one aspect voiced by ail participants. In the literatlue anger is recognized 

as playing a part in the emotions that are experienced by people in conflict. Codson (1996) 

says, "[alnger and guilt go hand in hanci, reinforcing each other. The human mind tries to 



protect itself against feelings of guilt by finding someone else to blame" (p. 26). Folberg and 

Taylor (1984) discuss anger in tenns of stress and cite Woolfok and Richardson (1978) as 

saying, "[alnger happens most often if there is a perception of infrllgement, if there is 

hstration, or if there is a perception of wrongfulness or intentionality" (p. 92). The 

management of emotions includes anger as a destructive force (Cornelius and Faire, 1989). 

Acknowledgment of anger in the Literature does not seem to reflect the prominence 

this feeling of anger holds for the participants. Anger seems to act as a barrier that prevents 

communication among people. As one participant said, when they got angry "at home they 

had a way out". They stopped taiking and listening and walked out. Fisher, Ury and Patton 

(1 99 1) recognized the anger as a barrier to the communication process. The method they use 

calls for "[sleparating the people fiom the problem" and "[f'Jocusing on interests and not on 

positions" (p. 15). By doing so, the emotions are put outside of the mediation process and 

the focus is brought back to the issues central to the conflict. Umbreit (1997) does not agree 

with this and points out that if we do not deal with the underlying feelings then the emotional 

conflict remains and impairs friture relationships. The different points of view about this 

issue depend the type of mediation that is practiced and what the clients request. Umbreit 

considered that the different philosophies about mediation resulted in the different 

approaches with respect to the use of mediation. The humanistic and the problem-solving 

approach developed as a result of the different philosophies. 

The next question that arose asked what happened to aUow for change to occur? 

During the mediation process the mediatory s behavior and skiil were of primary Unportance 

to the participants. Tidwell(1994) says that people in conflict are not rationai and therefore 



persuasion is needed in helping people settie their differences. With the participants, 

howeva, the mmediator acted as a buffer to being irrational. For one participant it was a dose 

of "common seuse" or a 'Wty check", as he called it. For others, it was to maintain respect 

between the inàividuals. 

Meàiator neutrality 

Mediator neutrality and impartiality has been a topic of debate as Taylor (1997) asks 

the question, "[hlow neutrai is neutral?" (p. 215). Participants watched closely and 

monitored mediators' behavior and used their own criteria as to what they felt was neutrai 

or impartial behavior. The neutral behavior as seen by the participants was a criterion that 

gave them a feeling of trust and dey* It also allowed participants to fcel less angry, because 

they felt that now they had a chance to explain their point of view without getting into a 

battle. 

The ethics and morality of mediator neutrality and impartity are part of the debate 

of professionalizhg mediation. Cooks and Hale (1994) note that although these ternis can 

and should be disthguished from each other, they "are treated in at least some standards 

documents as though they are synonymous ternis'' (p. 62). They also note that the "Society 

of Pmfessionals in Dispute Resolution (1987) standards do not specifically define neutrality" 

(p. 63). Taylor (1997) questions if indeed there is such a thing as impartiality and how one 

can be tnily neutral. This dues not appear to be an issue with the participants. They 

identified mediator neutraiity as not taking sides, king indifferent to which party gets what 



as long as the participants are happy with their choie, king non-judgmental and ha* no 

personal input. Participants use their own criteria as a measure of neutrality. 

R h  

Having a set of d e s  in place is what the participants said was vay helpful for them. 

It was in part what provided the participants with a perception of mediator neutrality. The 

debate on mediator neutrality is closely tied in with the concept of d e s  and client self- 

determination. Taylor (1997) asks the question: If the mediator mies emotional behavior in 

or out of the m m ,  is the mediator acting biased toward that client? Fisher, Ury and Patton 

(1991) argue that in order to d d  with the confiict one must separate the emotions h m  the 

issues. The d e s  that are put in place are agreed upon by both patties and as Moore (1 996) 

notes these are behavioral guidelines and must be agreed upon by consensus. The d e s  do 

not rule out the emotions as much as that behaviorai guidelines allow people to deal with 

issues that are emotionai to them. 

As one of the participants noted, he felt having a set of niles in place allowed him 

to think before responding, rather than reacting imrnediately to what the other said. Moore 

(1996) observes that the notion of ground d e s  or behavioral guidelines at times is enough 

for disputants to work productively toward resolution. Behavioral guidelines generally 

establish how people will act toward each o k .  Participants in this study felt good about 

having d e s  in place. The des helped them to focus on the issues. Rules also helpad 

people to be l e s  angry because they felt that there was more respect when takhg tums in 

talking. 



The Anger, Neutrality and Ruks Rehtionship 

The hd@ h m  this data shows a relationship between anger, mediaor neutrality 

and having rules in place, and haî these are central to the mediation process. The anger uiat 

the participants said they felt at the omet of their mediation subsided when the participants 

felt that the mediator acted in a neutrai way toward them. 

It is as if the anger closes a door to M e r  input h m  the other person, but not to 

others who are not part of the conflict. The notion that people in conflict are irrationai as 

discussed by Tidwell(l994) does not seem to hold. The confiict closed the door to the other; 

however, this may be a rationai act to prevent M e r  e d a t i o n  of the contlict. The door to 

the mediator thus may be ajar far enough to try and see what that third person has to offer. 

If the mediator is perceived to be neutraï and willhg to lista, the door opens M e r .  

Having d e s  in place gives opportunity to speak without interruption allows for 

coaimunication between that party and the mediator to take place and maka the participants 

feel respected. How the confiict situation in dealing with angry people is managed is 

dependent on the skills of the mediator. 

Mediator ski11 plays an important part in how the participants experience the 

mediation process. Deutsch (1994) recognized that mediators need to develop skills to 

coastnictively resolve conflict, and noted that not enough emphasis was placed on abilities 

and skills. He also said that the participants themselves need skills to work constructively 

on their conflicts. As one of the participants in this shdy observed, %e medimedi i~ is g d  

as the mediator." 



On the other hand, programs for children do focus on skill developrnent and 

behavior. Vincent, Houlihan & Zwart (1996), Gentry and Benenson (1993), Lane and 

Mc Whirter (1 9%), Adams (1994) and Johnson and Johnson (1994). Deutsch notes these 

social skills can be acquired by repeated practice and creating a positive social environment. 

Pastorino (1997) noted the, "importance of supplementation and delivery of mediative, 

problem-solving skiils" (p. 253). He created a positive environment for the shdents to work 

on social development skills, which multed in them, developing theu own mediation model. 

Pastorino suggests starting to educate children in problem-solving skills as eariy as grade 

three. Klein and Alony (1993), however, suggest that training start as early as infàncy. 

Professional mediator development seems to focus on more knowledge training for 

the mediator, Taylor (1994), Neilson (1994). However Folberg and Taylor (1984) realize 

that people becoming mediators have different levels of skills. They Say that, " [tlhe skill- 

building component of mediation training must allow flexibility so that each person can 

concentrate on developing skills that were not emphasized in his or her background and 

education" (p. 23 8). 

Community efforts such as the Valley Community Mediation Society in Nova Scotia 

or the Mediation Center of Kentucky provide mediation as well as training to interested 

parties, Stipanowich (1993). Participants in mediation, or other interested parties, have the 

opportunity to develop their skills fiom their experience. Lane and McWhirter (1992) 

suggest the possibility to open up training to parents as a school out-rpach program Parents 

cm,  together with their children, l e m  skills they can use at home and support their children 

when they bring their new skills home, Gentry and Benenson (1993). 



Beiig Htird 

Being Heard is also a vay important event tbat occm in the mediation and catainly 

also reflects on the skili used by the mediator. Although it is noted in relation with having 

des in place, being hemd is found to staml by itself as a major component in the mediation 

process, as fouad h m  the data. Being heard is a result of skillfully maintsining the d e s  

that are in place; as such it is a behavioral component. In some cases this was the fhst time 

that participants felt they had a chance to Say what they wanted to and feel that they had been 

heard. 

Cornelius and Faire (1989) view active listening as a statement that shows the other 

person that there is understanding of the other side. Some of the participants related to this 

experience as, "a treat", hdicating the importance of people king able to voice their 

concems, and having sorneone hear what that person has to say. Stipanowich (1993) afnmis 

this as an important experience in his research and notes that, "[tlhe process may offer 

parties the nrst opportunity to express their point of view in the presence of the others and 

be heard by the other party" (p. 871). 

Gender dwerencts 

A possible différence is noted in how the mediation process by women and men is 

experienced and what is important. Note was made of the way people expressed themseives 

in w ~ e c t i o n  with theu partna. Women seemed st i l l  connecteci to the emotions while the 

men seemed to taik more in practical tans. This sample of participants is too small to d e  

any conclupive statements. In light of the f h h g s  by Gilligan (1982), it is worth mentioning. 



Gilligan looked a -  a Kohlberg's (1%9) moral developmentai theory and investigated 

how boys and girls approached a question of morality. In this case she use the diiemma of 

Heinz, who is faced with either stealiDg a dnig, he cannot Sord to buy, for his ili wife or to 

let her die. Gilligan observes that the boy approached the problem fnnn a logical point of 

view and tri4 to solve the dilemma as a math problem. The girl however approached the 

problem fiom a relationai point of view. Gilligan observes that, "Both children thus 

recognize the need for agreement but see it as mediated in different ways- he impefsonally 

through systems of logic and law, she personally through communication in relationship" (p. 

29). Tannen (1990) also gives an account of how women and men use language diffetently. 

Williams (1994) writes about the implications of these Gadings in divorce mediation; it may 

well have implications for al1 types of mediations when women and men are in a conflict. 

The subject of gender différences in communication in mediation needs m e r  

investigation. 

Participants did say that their mediation in general was short term. They did not feel 

that a greater understanding or better communication for friture relatiomhip with the other 

party was gained fiom the process. However, both male participants did say they felt that 

they, "could understand where the other party was coming from." In that sense it appears 

that communication has been improved, at least during the pmcess. This comment also 

shows greater understanding of their own process and both did say that they felt they had 

lesnied something fiom this. "By exposing parties to other points of view, mediation CM 

serve as an 'eye10pener9 " Stipanowich (1993, p. 871). ûne participant felt he had becorne 

more tolersnt toward 0 t h  people because of the process. 



Participants, overail, were pleased with the mediation process and felt that it was a 

g d  ~ a y  of m g  to resolve issues, ratha than going to court. This was so even for the 

people for whom the agreement dK1 not hold. Che participant sirms it up by saying, "At least 

you are dealing with real people." This in f a t  may be the most important part of the 

mediation process, the feeling that people have some control over what is going on, whereas 

court proceedings leave people feeling alienated from the process. The Nova Scotia 

Department of Justice (1998) booklet on restorative justice acknowledges this feeling of 

dienation, and is promothg community involvement such as mediation. 

How the participants choose their mediator may be of interest. Moore (1996) talks 

in a cultural context about the role of the mediator when there exists, a prior refationship. 

He notes that the opening statement and M e r  process may be more f o d  in cases where 

the relationship was hierarchicai, that the f o d t y  may be seen as a meam of leveraging the 

parties toward an agreement. In some cultures this may be needed to show respect for 

positions of the parties. It is interesting to note that the participants requested mediation 

h m  the people they had a prior relationship with. Parties in these instances made their 

choice of mediator because they felt that this prior relationship, based on trust, was helpful 

in that this person haci a greater insight into their dispute. 

Deutsch (1994) describes conflict as, "the mot of persod and social change." He 

argues that through coopemtion people have an oppoRunity to leam the othets' point of view 

and work not as opponents but as partuers. Cornelius and Faire (1989). Umbreit (1997) and 

Bush and Folger (1994), among others, have expressed a similar point of view. The 

participants in this study were able to commdcate during the mediation pmess to some 



extent; however, "genuine dialoguey' such as referred to by Umbreit (1 997) did not occur. 

The participants reporteci that their mediation did not iast long enough to make any changes 

other than resolving the dispute, nor were they not looking for better communication. 

Mediation was used as a mecuis of solviag a pblern that they were not able to solve without 

the help of a third party. 

Recommendations 

The literature shows that there are many different modeis of mediation to be used for 

different situations. It is clear fiom the participants' stories that a pre-mediation meeting is 

necessary to estabiish what the client needs, as well as the mediation model the mediator 

practices. "The client shouid be fully informed of the practitionerYs rnodel, assumptions, 

methods, aad values before and during the process and should have the cboice to leavey' 

(Taylor, 1997, p. 229). Cornelius and Faire (1989) on the other hand, present a model that 

does not include a pre-mediation session instead they acknowledge that, "[olne or both 

parties may have corne to the mediation unwillingly" (p. 158). 

As has been shown, by not havhg a pre-mediation session, the result can be that a 

participant be forced to deai with issues that pemn was not preped for at that the.  Gohg 

willingly to the mediation to discuss the issues one believes to be on the agenda needs to be 

c l d e d  prior to the actuai mediation. Clearly mediation in abusive relationships may not 

be appropriate. Hilton (1991) notes that, "[m]ediation philosophy assumes equal and gcnda- 

neutcal bargaining power and women who do not exercise such power will be subject to 

Wer victimization" (p. 45). Pearson (1997) also notes the importance of pre-mediation 



Uiterviewing, in order to detect domestic violence. Her research shows that approximately 

fifty to eighty percent of divorcing couples who are refernd to court-appointeci mediation 

programs are dealing with domestic violence. Only halfof those pro- use private faee 

to face screening inte~ews. Implications of te-victhhtion of the client are very real 

indeed. Moore (1996) talks about the importance of setting the agenda as an approach to 

definiiig issues. An initial interview to coliect data abouî the dispute is the initiai step toward 

preparing a m e g y  for an intewention plan in assisting people with their dispute. 

Assessrnent of the dispute and the people involved needs to take place before and 

not during the mediation. The mediator as well as the client needs to enter the mediatim 

process prepared. Moore (1 996) presents a five-stage pre-mediation mode1 which includes 

planning the mediation. This provides the client with control over the mediation and 

reinforces the concept of client self4etermination. 

It is important to look at the process of mediation as to what people want to 

accomplish. Both Joyce (1995) and Taylor (1997) note the lack of, "a shared vocabulq9' 

in the field of mediation among practitioners. Praçtitioners need to be aware of this and 

infonn their clients. Clients looking for mediation may not be aware of the variety of 

mediation models thaî is king pmticed. 

It seems evident h m  the literahue that in some cases mediation is seen as a medium 

to heal relationships' (Bush & Folger, 1994) and find long-term solutions to problems 

dirough change. However, mediation is also a pmcess of solving the imrnediate pmblems 

some people f8ce. These are problems that people are able to solve themselves (Joyce, 1995; 



Umbreit, 1997), but require the assistance of a third prty to help them stay focuseci on the 

issue at hand. 

Clients need to be made aware of the modality used by the practitioner pnor to 

engaging in mediation. The laner of those two f o m  of mediation seems to be the one used 

in the cases of the participants that have spoken here. 

Implications for Counseiion 

As has been show in the stories, participants tunieci to couaseîlors with requests for 

mediation. Counsellors are in a unique position to assist people and make use of mediation 

strategies in order to resolve disputes. Mediation skills will certainly be an asset to the 

counsellor in assisting theù clients. Counsellors do well to familiarize themselves with 

mediation strategies or with mediation services available to theù clients. 

Professionals may put the ethical implications, concerning the dual relationship, 

which exists in some of these situations, into question. It is, however, the clients who make 

the choices as to whom they wish to ask for assistance in such dinicult times. A client's self- 

determination to choose is to be respecteci and wt to be questioned. [ ~ C O U I ~ S ~ ~ ~ O ~ S ,  however, 

are mot cornfortable with this it is the5 option to re fk  the clients' quest for mediation and 

refer them to practitioners who provide this service. 

As is clear h m  one of the participants' &es, it is important to discm the pro ces^ 

with the client before proceeding. Here the client was lost in the process, in part because she 

did not know if she were in mediation or if this were a wuaselling session. If a counselior 



had a prior working relationship with one of the parties, and then engaged in mediation, al1 

parties need to be cl- that this is mediation. 

Couosellors need to be aware of the power their words have, especially the little 

things which are spoken without the intent to hurt. The words of the cou~lseliot who said, 

"YOU may have lef€ it too long" may have been intendeci to codort, but instead the one 

hearing these words felt that blame and responsibility were assigneci. The same with the 

words "It is ûue tbat J- wants to work on this and you have stated you don't." The 

participant recognued that the intent of those words were not how they felt, but they were 

hurthil nonetheles because it resulted in her feeling devaluated as a person. 

Mediation areas of interest, to counseliors, may be in the development of therapeutic 

modes of mediation, such as developed by Wiseman (1990). Although some counsellors 

may use mediation as Favaloro (1998): a 'window in' to assist families in bringing about 

needed changes. 

Being a mediator with a counseIling background is indispensable. At times 

mediation rnay be r e q d  when in fan dist is not what is required or possible. Individuals 

who may not be willing to participate in a mediatecl session are at times more willing to talk 

privately. The problems causing the tension rnay be due to personal stressors people fke. By 

makllig use of counselling skills, tensions may be eased and the possibility of confîict 

situations be lessened. 

Counsellm may use computer chat-lina to assist people. The computer chat-line 

also can be used to assist in mdatiag conflict between people who are unahle to talk to one 

another. Just a with the d e  set, people have no chance to interrupt each o k  because t h q  



have to wait to see what the other pesson says. This also gives people time to thïnk before 

reacting. Their responses are thought out before they are sent. An example is a couple 

whose marriage was in trouble discoverhg this as a means for better communication. This 

couple leamed that they could get dong better when using this mode of communication. 

They caa look better at the issues better in this way, and have lemed thet what they thought 

the other would say is not what the other did say. In other words, with the cornputer they can 

hear what the other is saying. 

Closing Thou- 

From the stories of the pmîicipants, the claims of improved communication d t i n g  

h m  mediation among people as is presented in the literanuie, does not seem to be 

eXpenenced in a similar way by the participants in this study. king with the participants and 

hearing their stories it seems to me that there are many different levels of communication and 

that what is meant by improved communication is by no means defined. At one level the 

way the people talked or faîied to taik to each other became part of the problem. Having a 

mediator present was helpful for the parties in telling theù stories. However, they redy did 

not have to speak to each other but taked to the mediator in froat of the other party. 

n i e  level of t a h g  to one another did not impmve as a result of the mediation. 

What did happa was that the rules and the presence of a third party did slow down the 

d o n s  of the parties. It was anger thst people felt they were deaiing with Because of the 

d e s  they agreed to, they had to sit and listen to the view-point of the other party. Perhaps 



the most important part of these mediatiom was that people had to reflect on their own 

behavior as they heard their behavior described to a third party. 

The prese~ted deta suggests that for the participants in these mediaîions anger is the 

most prominent issue that prevented people h m  resolving their codicts. It is the 

mediator's neutrai behavior, as perceived by the participant, in combination with havhg a 

set of d e s  to which the participauts agreed that helped them in the resolution of their 

conflicts or disputes. The des helped people alter their own behavior and also helped them 

focus on the issues. The mediator is perceived as neutral or impartial by the participants' 

own criteria 

Mediation is seen by the participants as a better alternative to going to court and, as 

one participant noted, mediation feels like dealing with 'kal people," indicating the 

dienation people experience when dealing with the court process. 

AU participants felt they would use mediation again, aithough some indicated teserve 

in that respect. Wülingness by all &es to change is important to keep in mind as a fector. 

Mediation overall is experienced as positive by the participants. 

I would recommend individual pre-mediation sessions prior to all mediations to 

detect abusive relationships and prevent situations where people are unable or mwilliag to 

defend tbemselves. 

It is my view that mediation works well for people who ûuly want to change. Further 

study of people's experiences would be very helpful in leaming how to help them resolve 

codiicts or disputes. It is important to investigate the feelings of both parties in such a 

situation. Until such time we truly do not h o w  the whole mediation story. How Merently 



do the prirties experience the mediation process? Investigation of this question may a h  give 

M e r  hsigbt into whether gender Weraices affect the approach taken in resolving 

dispides. Gender issues have not been weii addressed and, with the small sample examine4 

it is difncdt to detwiiae ifthete are real differences and how or ifthey affect the mediation. 

Recotding the perspectives of the participants shows what is important to the 

informants in this study and gives greater understaadhg of how mediation is experienced. 

This opens the field to explore new areas of how best to assist people in their mediation 

process. 
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APPENDIX A 

Wolfville, 
Phone: 
E-mail: 

To the Reader, 

My name is Mary van Det and 1 am a graduate student in the Department of 

Education at Acadia University. 1 am conducting a research study for my thesis. A thesis 

is a forxnai part of graduate studies where the stu&nt has an opportunity to contribute to an 

area of study that is of interest to that student. 

My area of interest is in the field of mediation. As a member of the Valley 

Community Mediation Society, I have taken training courses in mediation. In my readings 

on mediation 1 found that what has been recorded is fiom the point of view of the mediator 

or the researcher. The purpose of my study is to record the voices of people who have 

experienced the mediation process as a participant- To do this work, 1 would like to conduct 

interviews with people who have this experience. 

My request is for an interview with you about your experience. This interview will 

be recorded on tape and wiii be appmximately two hours in duration, per session. In order 

to maintain your continuecl confidentiaiity each person intervieweci is provided with a 

pseudonym for this purpose; only the participant @ou) and the researcher (me) will have 

knowledge of your identity. It is my hope that this work wiU contribute to future education 

programs in mediation. 

1 would like to take this opportunity to thank you for reading this and am looking 

fomard to hearing h m  those who may be willing to as& me in this study. Ifyou have any 

fiuther questions please feel fke to caii me. 



APPENDIX B 

Open end& Interview qucrtiona(if needed): 

1. Did you request the mediation or were you asked to participate? 

2. How was the dispute that brought you to mediation a problem for you? 

3. What was the experience like for you before, during and after the mediation? 

4. How safe did you feel in presenting your side of the issue? 

S.Do you feel that you had equally as much power as other parties in mediating your own 

dispute? 

6.Do you feel the case was settkd satisfactorily and do you still feel that way now? 

7. What, if anything, would you have wanted to be difTerent? 

8. Would you use mediation again if you were involved in a dispute? Why or why not? 

9. What do you feel was the most important part of this process? 

10. Do you feel you gained anything h m  this experience. Describe. 




